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1 INTRODUCTION
STUDY OVERVIEW

In July 2020, the City of Norman commissioned Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates to conduct
a comprehensive transit study that will evaluate existing conditions and identify opportunities for
improvement and expansions. The Go Norman Transit Study includes numerous opportunities for
community input and will culminate in the development of a 20-year strategic transit plan.
Figure 1-1

Study Timeline

EXISTING CONDITIONS REPORT

This Existing Conditions Report is the first element of the Go Norman Transit Study. The purpose
of this report is to summarize the background conditions in which the City’s transit system
operates and provide a comprehensive evaluation of existing service design and performance.
The report is intended to serve as the foundation for the development of service, capital, and
policy recommendations. The remainder of this document consists of the following:








Chapter 2 – Document Review considers a variety of local planning efforts in the City of
Norman, Cleveland County, and the larger Central Oklahoma Region.
Chapter 3 – Land Use and Infrastructure continues to establish the context in which
transit operates in the City of Norman by identifying the surrounding land uses,
multimodal transportation infrastructure, and future developments in the service area.

Chapter 4 – Transit Inventory Provides an overview of trends and characteristics for the
City of Norman transit service and a detailed assessment of the operating challenges and
opportunities for each route in the existing system.
Chapter 5 – Market Analysis evaluates socioeconomic and demographic conditions
within the City of Norman to better understand transit demand and service gaps.

Appendix A – Public Outreach Summary summarizes the results and key findings from
public outreach conducted in conjunction with this Existing Conditions Report.
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KEY FINDINGS















EMBARK Norman provides extensive coverage. EMBARK Norman currently serves
most high-density residential areas, as well as most major employment, education,
shopping, and medical destinations.

There are many important community destinations not currently served by transit.
While many areas of the city are served by transit, there are several unserved destinations
that may be able to support transit, including Moore Norman Tech, Walmart stores,
Norman Public Library East, and residential areas in northeast and southeast Norman.
Southeast Norman warrants a higher level of transit service. Southeast Norman
exhibits the highest transit demand outside of student housing adjacent to the University
of Oklahoma campus. Southeast Norman residents have lower vehicle ownership rates
and incomes than residents in other areas of the city.

Transit service in Northwest Norman is not convenient. The existing EMBARK Norman
route network requires two transfers for most riders starting or ending a trip along 36th
Ave NW. Providing more direct service would reduce rider travel times.
Service levels are inadequate for some routes. Frequency for several routes in the
EMBARK Norman system do not match ridership and transit demand.

Paratransit ridership patterns are relatively dispersed throughout the city with a few
major destinations including the Community Services Building, the Cleveland County
Family YMCA, the Norman Housing Authority, and the Full Circle Adult Day Center.
Operating cost per passenger for fixed-route service and paratransit service have
generally been increasing since 2013.
Sidewalk infrastructure is lacking in many older neighborhoods of the city.

The highest priority transit service improvements for the City of Norman identified
in existing planning documents include:
−
−

−
−

Improving service frequency
Providing later service

Providing Sunday service

Extending service to Moore Norman Technology Center and Classen Blvd
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2 DOCUMENT REVIEW

This chapter summarizes content from existing plans that discuss transit service improvements
and policies affecting transit in the City of Norman. This review includes a diverse cross-section of
plans and studies conducted by the City of Norman and the Association of Central Oklahoma
Governments (ACOG). Documents reviewed in this chapter include:







City of Norman NORMAN 2025 Land Use and Transportation Plan (2004)

City of Norman Moving Forward Comprehensive Transportation Plan (2014)
City of Norman Parking Strategic Plan (2018)

City of Norman DRAFT PlanNorman Comprehensive Plan (2018)
ACOG Central Oklahoma Commuter Corridors Study (2015)
ACOG Encompass 2040 (2016)
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CITY OF NORMAN DOCUMENTS
NORMAN 2025 Land Use and Transportation Plan (2004)
The NORMAN 2025 Land Use and Transportation Plan is the long-range plan for the future
physical development of the City of Norman. It represents a desired land use pattern in response
to anticipated growth rates, public utility constraints, and environmental conditions and provides
a vision for the future and a foundation for managing the city’s growth.

Goals
The NORMAN 2025 Land Use and Transportation Plan identifies seven unique goals to guide
development decision making in the community, including:
1. Managed Growth – Affirmatively and responsibly manage the location of growth in
Norman based on available public services and the environmental suitability of the land
for development.

2. Infrastructure-Supported Growth – Utilize the provision of infrastructure in supporting
and influencing growth into areas most suitable for development.
3. Housing and Neighborhoods – Encourage and support diversified housing types and
densities in order to serve different income levels, family structures, and ownership.

4. Economic Stability and Enhancement – Enhance the quality of economic growth in the
City by attracting high technology-related industries that have low environmental
impacts.

5. Rural Character and Development – Retain the distinct character of rural Norman and
protect the environmentally sensitive Little River Drainage Basin.
6. Greenbelt Development – Develop and maintain a greenbelt system for Norman.

7. Core Area Stability and Enhancement – Continue efforts to promote the enhancement
and stability of the core area.

Growth Areas
NORMAN 2025 also identifies four distinct growth areas related to character, density, and level of
appropriate public services. These growth areas (Figure 2-1) have unique recommended
development intensities and include:





Current Urban Service Area – Greater than 3.5 units per acre

Future Urban Service Area – Greater than 3.5 units per acre
Suburban Residential Area – Less than 0.5 units per acre

Country Residential Area – Less than 1 unit per 10 acres, or 0.5 units per acre through
the Planned Unit Development process
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Figure 2-1

NORMAN 2025 Growth Areas

Source: NORMAN 2025 Land Use and Transportation Plan, 2004

Land Use
The Land Use section of the NORMAN 2025 Plan calls for 31,000 additional dwelling units, 650
acres for new commercial land, 150 acres for office land uses, 1,200 acres for industrial land uses,
and 800 acres for mixed-use development. The plan incorporates mixed-use development to
provide a more flexible approach to development in specific targeted areas, with an emphasis on
pedestrian accessibility, office-based employment, retail activities, and a mixture of residential
densities.

Transportation
The Transportation section of the NORMAN 2025 Plan focuses on classifying roadways, supports
enhanced opportunities for local and regional public transportation service, and calls for a
comprehensive pedestrian and bikeway system in conjunction with the other elements of the
City’s transportation system.
At the time of this plan, transit service was provided by Cleveland Area Rapid Transit (CART), as a
department of the University of Oklahoma. Transit service has since moved to the City of Norman
Public Works Department.
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Moving Forward Comprehensive Transportation Plan
(2014)
The City of Norman’s Moving Forward Comprehensive Transportation Plan identifies future
transportation needs for the area, goals and policies, and short-term and long-term capital
investments for improvements to existing roads, construction of new roads, bicycle, pedestrian,
and transit facilities. The plan includes five guiding principles:
1. A Special Place to Live – A vibrant Norman community in 2035 will be achieved by
ensuring transportation and infrastructure investments that focus on both people and
places.

2. Mobility – The provision of transportation options and solutions within Norman will
create a seamless system through efficient system management and operations, context
sensitive complete street designs, and with a range of accessible and convenient
transportation choices.
3. Maintain and Improve Existing Infrastructure – Prioritize maintenance, rehabilitation,
safety, and reconstruction of basic infrastructure systems through efficient system
management.

4. Fiscal Stewardship – Provide a detailed roadmap of actions for transportation and
infrastructure investments based on an approach that maximizes the benefits for multiple
user groups in a way that is both fiscally and environmentally responsible.

5. Enhance Economic Vitality – Promote economic growth while using resources in an
efficient and effective manner.

Public Transportation Needs
The plan identifies three major deficiencies in the existing public transit system:




Limited Saturday and evening bus service

Absence of night-time and Sunday service

Need for an overall increase in bus frequencies

Norman Moving Forward also recognizes six short range transit needs, including:







Expanded service hours

Increased service frequency on key routes

Realigned routes to create a grid-like system with more efficient transfers
Dedicated local funding source
Enhanced bus stop amenities

Improved pedestrian access and safety near bus stops

The plan recognizes the funding constraints limiting service expansion and suggests potential
new funding strategies, including:




Time-limited sales tax
Property tax

Development fees
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Increased student fees

A possible fare increase

Value capture-based financing

In addition to these funding strategies, the plan also suggests that a fare-free transit system be
considered for the City of Norman to attract additional ridership. Since the publication of this
plan, voters have approved a one-eighth percent sales tax to fund transit service in the City of
Norman and service has been made fare free.

Public Transportation Recommendations
Norman Moving Forward also discusses the planned improvements to CART service. The previous
CART long-range plan completed in 2008 calls for transit improvements in three phases:
Phase I – Longer service hours




Extended service hours on high-ridership core routes
Initiation of Sunday service

Downtown/Campus Corner Circulator operating at 20-minute headways

Phase II – Higher frequency, more effective and understandable routes



Creation of a grid of corridor routes

Operate the key grid routes at 30-minute headways

Phase III – Add routes on new corridors






State Highway 9 Circulator
West Norman Circulator
East Norman Circulator

Berry Road Corridor Extension

Main Street Corridor extension west to Sooner Mall

While the improvements identified in CART’s long-range plan would provide significant
enhancements to service hours, frequency, and geographic coverage, many have not yet been
implemented. In addition to these recommended improvements from the CART long-range plan,
Norman Moving Forward synthesized a series of recommended improvements and conceptual
routes (Figure 2-2), including:






Increasing frequency of service, expanding hours of operations, and adding Sunday
service are the highest priority improvements.

Improved on-bus accommodations for transit patrons with wheelchairs and an improved
on-bus circulation pattern.
Make all bus stops accessible according to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)and
provide overall enhanced pedestrian access.
Enhance safety for transit riders crossing major roadways to reach bus stops, repositioning bus stops as needed.

Provide a corridor-based, grid network of transit routes to serve Norman and migrate
from the University-centric route structure to better serve the needs of all of Norman.
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Provide transit service to areas not considered in the 2008 CART Plan, including the Porter
Ave/Classen Blvd corridor, Cleveland County Jail, Moore Norman Technology Center –
Franklin Road Campus, and the University North Park development.
Support regional public transit connectivity through a high-capacity transit connection
between the City of Norman and downtown Oklahoma City and beyond.

Figure 2-2

Norman Moving Forward Conceptual Route Network

Source: Norman Moving Forward Comprehensive Transportation Plan, 2014
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City of Norman Parking Strategic Plan (2018)

The 2018 Parking Strategic Plan is intended to serve as a guide for decision makers on topics
including governance, technology, enforcement, planning, and parking asset development and
management for the downtown Norman area. The plan included an update to the parking
inventory and occupancy in downtown Norman and found that there are approximately 8,300
parking spots with 16% located on-street and 84% located in parking lots or parking garages. The
occupancy evaluation determined that during peak parking demand, 46% of on-street spots were
occupied and 55% of off-street spots were occupied.
Beyond updating the parking inventory and occupancy for downtown Norman, the Parking
Strategic Plan recommends nine key elements for the City to consider while developing an
emerging parking program:










A sense of purpose and direction relative to parking and transportation policy
A strong and capable program leader

Establish parking as a separate “enterprise fund”
A strong customer service orientation

A focus on “mastering the fundamentals” of parking management
Investment in new technology

Development of a strong parking maintenance program

Development of an on-going and collaborative relationship with the University of
Oklahoma (OU)

Over time, expand the parking program’s mission to adopt a broader more “mobility
management” oriented perspective
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DRAFT PlanNorman Comprehensive Plan (2018)

By 2040, ACOG projects that the City of Norman will grow by 52,444 people and add 21,445 jobs,
requiring 23,333 additional housing units. This anticipated growth will create increased challenges
related to land use, infrastructure, and housing and employment equity. The PlanNorman
Comprehensive Plan seeks to address these potential challenges and provide guidance to the
City, residents, developers, and business on how to manage and leverage future growth and
development.
PlanNorman is divided into three primary themes: Places, People, and Systems. The
Transportation and Mobility element of the plan is contained within the Places theme, including
the goal to create an integrated multimodal transportation network that offers a wide range of
mobility choices and a high level of connectivity with the community and region. The policies and
actions identified for this goal align with the 2014 Comprehensive Transportation Plan and call for
a complete streets strategy that accommodates pedestrians, bicycles, automobiles, and public
transportation facilities. Additional policies include coordination with ACOG and neighboring
municipalities to promote regional connectivity and effectively coordinating land use policy with
transportation and land use decisions.
PlanNorman identifies three specific growth management focus areas as candidates for
redevelopment from auto-oriented corridors and centers to pedestrian friendly, transit accessible
spaces (Figure 2-3), including:




Focus Area #1 – 12th Ave NE between E Main St and Alameda St

Focus Area #2 – N Flood Ave between W Robinson St and Acres St
Focus Area #3 – E Lindsey St near 12th Ave SE

These focus areas are slated for pedestrian improvements and mixed-use developments which
may be supportive of transit service.
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Figure 2-3

PlanNorman Growth Management Focus Areas

Source: PlanNorman Comprehensive Pla n, 2018
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REGIONAL DOCUMENTS
Central Oklahoma Commuter Corridors Study (2015)

The Central Oklahoma Commuter Corridors Study, led by the Association of Central Oklahoma
Governments and branded as CentralOK!go, is an analysis of transit options for three major
commuter corridors in the central Oklahoma region converging at the Santa Fe Station
Intermodal Hub in downtown Oklahoma City. CentralOK!go builds upon the findings of the 2005
Regional Fixed Guideway Study, which recommended further investigation for the
implementation of passenger rail, bus rapid transit (BRT), a downtown Oklahoma City streetcar
system, and an improved bus system to enhance connectivity between public transit services.
Each of the three corridor evaluations included multiple potential alignments and high-capacity
transit modes, including commuter rail, BRT, streetcar, light rail, and conventional and express bus
service. A detailed evaluation including evaluation criteria based on identified goals and
objectives, ridership estimates, technical feasibility, environmental and social impacts, capital
costs, and operating and maintenance costs was used to identify and select a locally preferred
alternative (LPA) for each of the three corridors.
The South Corridor LPA (Figure 2-4) would connect the downtown Oklahoma City Santa Fe
Intermodal Hub and the City of Norman, extending to State Highway 9 via commuter rail. Existing
BNSF rail right-of-way would be used as available along the 17-mile route. Capital costs for
commuter rail between Norman and Oklahoma City are estimated between $310 million and $410
million, with an estimated operating and maintenance cost of $5.5 million per year. The South
Corridor LPA would combine with the North Corridor LPA to provide a one seat commuter rail
connection between Edmond, Oklahoma City, and Norman and is projected to attract
approximately 5,700 daily riders.
Following this study, the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) board of directors has
transitioned from working with ACOG to working with EMBARK as the administrative arm of the
RTA. The RTA is currently conducting an updated commuter rail line study. However, a draft of
this plan is not yet available.
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Figure 2-4

CentralOK!go South Corridor LPA

Source: Central Oklahoma Commuter Corridors Study, 2015
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Encompass 2040 (2016)
The Association of Central Oklahoma Governments’ Encompass 2040 is the comprehensive, longrange transportation plan for the Central Oklahoma region. The plan forecasts land use,
population, employment, and other socioeconomic factors through 2040 to assess the region’s
future development and transportation needs. The plan analyzes two development scenarios:


Scenario 1 – Historical Trend
−



Continues the region’s historical trend of outward growth based on the assumption
that no new zoning initiatives will be adopted.

Scenario 2 – Nodal Growth
−

Assumes a change in regional land use policy which focuses on growth that would
encourage infill, nodal, and downtown development within communities, which
would be more supportive of future regional transit.

Based on existing conditions data from 2010, the plan found that transit ridership accounted for
less than half of one percent of total daily trips made throughout the region and that transit
funding per capita is significantly lower than for other similarly sized metropolitan areas.
Identified transit needs for the region include a desire for walkable urban neighborhoods,
expanded bus service, more multi-modal options, and a greater mix of commercial and residential
areas. A lack of continuous sidewalks, an absence of bicycle trails, and a scarcity of bus shelters
have also been identified as a key challenge for regional transit connectivity.
Encompass 2040 includes numerous transit recommendations, some of which are shown in Figure
2-5. The detailed recommendations include:












Establish a regional transit authority and dedicated local funding sources to expand
public transportation
Continue implementing the recommendations of the 2005 Fixed Guideway Study

Promote the further development of the Regional Intermodal Transportation Hub

Encourage improved coordination between land use and transit planning, including
pedestrian and bicycle connections to transit routes
Explore transit access to Will Rogers World Airport

Promote regional clean air goals by providing alternatives to the single occupant motor
vehicle, including more express bus routes, park-and-ride opportunities, reduced or fare
free bus service, and assist with funding to purchase alternative-fueled buses
Enhance marketing of new and existing transit services to expand ridership

Pursue efforts to fund and expand passenger rail service linking Oklahoma City with other
cities and states
Advocate transit as an alternative mode of transportation to alleviate regional congestion
Incorporate Oklahoma City Streetcar into regional transit plans

Several of these recommendations have since been completed, including moving forward with
the 2005 Fixed Guideway Study recommendations and further developing the Regional
Intermodal Transportation Hub in downtown Oklahoma City.
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Figure 2-5

Encompass 2040 Illustrative Transit Projects

Source: Encompass 2040, 2016
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3 LAND USE AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

This chapter describes the zoning typologies across the city, existing multimodal infrastructure,
ongoing development, and future growth areas. Understanding existing and anticipated land use
and infrastructure is important in determining where transit should operate and what service
levels should be provided.

ZONING

The City of Norman contains nearly 190 square miles of land. Slightly more than 50% of this land
is developed or unavailable for development due to being classified as open space, lakes, rightof-way, and institutional land. Approximately 75% of total land is zoned for parks and agriculture
and 14% of total land is zoned for single-family residential (Figure 3-1). Planned development
(4%) is scattered along Tecumseh Road and southeast of the OU campus near Cedar Lane.
Downtown Norman follows a form-based code west of the railroad tracks and is zoned as
commercial east of the railroad tracks. Areas zoned as office, commercial, and multi-family tend to
support public transit and account for approximately 5% of total land. These areas mostly exist
near the OU campus and along West and East Main streets.
The form-based code in Downtown Norman aims to increase mixed-use density in designated
areas, improve walkability, and preserve historic structures. It provides specific requirements
regarding building height, layout, parking, green spaces, and building form standards, and it
dictates new standards for street and sidewalk widths. These characteristics enhance the transit
user experience by promoting compact and walkable development.
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Figure 3-1

Zoning
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MULTIMODAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Sidewalk and Bike Networks

The City of Norman lacks a complete sidewalk network. While the main commercial area of
Downtown Norman typically has sidewalks on both sides of the street, coverage varies within
neighborhoods across the city. Sidewalks are not present in many of the older neighborhoods in
the city, such as the University neighborhood south of Main Street and the residential areas west
of Chautauqua Avenue and south of Lindsey Street, near the OU campus.

Bike infrastructure exists in various forms throughout the city (Figure 3-2). Most of the routes are
“shared-road” routes, which provide the least amount of protection between the rider and vehicle
traffic. Separated bike paths exist along Rock Creek Road, 24th Avenue NW, the railroad right-ofway through Downtown Norman, and within the OU campus.
A safe and comfortable walking and biking environment is important for everyone, but
particularly for transit riders. High quality sidewalk and bike infrastructure near transit stops
reduces barriers to transit access. Providing safe options for riders as they travel to and from
transit stops enhances the overall user experience, which can lead to increases in ridership.

Street Network
The street network of Norman varies significantly due to development patterns. Streets in
Downtown Norman follow a grid pattern. The OU campus has a rectangular grid pattern with
longer block lengths. Outside of these areas, street networks are curvilinear and fragmented due
to large-scale commercial and multi-family development.
The BNSF railroad and I-35 are significant pedestrian barriers that span the entire length of the
city. At-grade rail crossings impact transit schedule reliability. On- and off-ramps for the I-35 and
State Route 9 are hostile environments for pedestrians due to their high vehicular speeds and lack
of nearby sidewalks.
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Figure 3-2

Bike Facilities
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MAJOR DESTINATIONS

The University of Oklahoma is a major activity generator in Norman with more than 28,000
students and nearly 7,500 full-time employees. Other major employment locations include
Norman Regional Hospital, Norman Public Schools, Johnson Controls, and Walmart (Figure 3-3
and Figure 3-4). Shopping destinations are mostly located west along the I-35 corridor and
include University Town Center, Robinson Crossing, and Sooner Mall. Social services and
recreation centers are scattered across the city.
Figure 3-3

Activity Generators
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Figure 3-4

Top Ten Employers in the City of Norman

Major Employer

Employees

The University of Oklahoma

7,500

Norman Regional Hospital

3,000

Norman Public Schools

1,800

Johnson Controls

1,000

Walmart Supercenters

950

City of Norman

850

Riverwind Casinos

800

Hitachi

400

National Oceanic & Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)

400

Cleveland County

400

Source: Norman Economic Development Coalition, 2020
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Ongoing Projects

Numerous residential, commercial, and municipal facilities are currently planned or under
construction in the City of Norman (Figure 3-5). Construction began in November 2020 for an
Operations and Maintenance Facility south of the intersection of Rock Creek Road and Flood
Avenue, just east of the Max Westheimer Airport. The Operations and Maintenance Facility will be
an 18,635 square-foot building used to maintain the transit fleet and public safety vehicles. All
transit operations, including bus drivers, dispatchers, schedulers, and customer service
representatives will work out of this facility. Construction is scheduled to be completed in July
2021. Other planned developments such as the mixed-use planned community on Tecumseh
Road, Norman Regional Health System Southeast Campus, the Cleveland County Wellness Center,
and the new senior living facility on 24th Avenue NW will affect the population and employment
densities in Norman and should be considered when planning or expanding transit services.

Future Growth Areas

As discussed in the Norman 2025 Land Use and Transportation Plan, growth areas are part of an
ongoing effort to manage growth in the city in relation to the character, infrastructure, and
suitability of developable land. The plan establishes priorities to maintain a healthy balance of
development in the eastern and western areas of the City, areas for future urban densities, areas
suitable for industrial development, and very low density areas particularly for environmentally
sensitive land such as the Garber-Wellington aquifer recharge area and the Ten-Mile Flats
floodplain.
As shown in Figure 3-6, areas identified for potential future urban growth are outlined in light
gray and exist slightly outside the current urban service area. The City will continue to revitalize
the central business district and Campus Corner area (as outlined in the Downtown Norman
Revitalization Plan) and efforts will be made to continue strengthening existing neighborhoods.
Future urban service areas comprise of areas outside existing water and/or sewer service areas
but are recommended for urban land uses.
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Figure 3-5

Future Projects
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Figure 3-6

2025 Growth Areas
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4 TRANSIT INVENTORY

The City of Norman operates fare free fixed-route and paratransit service Monday through
Saturday. This chapter provides an overview of fixed-route and paratransit policies, services, and
performance. This chapter also includes a trend analysis comparing current and past performance
of CART service and service provided by the City of Norman between 2013 and 2019.

FIXED-ROUTE SERVICE
Route Network
The existing EMBARK Norman transit network is comprised of five local fixed-routes providing
service throughout the City of Norman. Four of these five routes terminate at the Brooks Street
Transfer Station (Figure 4-1), providing connections to CART Routes 32 and 52 operated by the
University of Oklahoma. EMBARK Norman also operates an express route to the social security
administration office located in the City of Moore and previously operated an express route to
Oklahoma City, the operations of which have recently been transferred to EMBARK Oklahoma
City. The EMBARK Norman system map is shown in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-1

Brooks Street Transfer Station
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Figure 4-2

EMBARK Norman Existing Transit Network
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Service Span and Headways

The four primary EMBARK Norman local routes (110, 111, 112, and 121) begin at 7:00 a.m. and
end at 10:00 p.m. on weekdays and begin at 10:00 a.m. and end at 7:00 p.m. on Saturdays. Route
120 operates between 10:15 a.m. and 5:28 p.m. on weekdays only. Route 144 Social Security
operates during weekday midday hours only. Route 024 Norman Express operates during
weekday morning, midday, and afternoon hours. Figure 4-3 shows the frequency and span for
each fixed-route in the system.
EMBARK Norman routes operate a range of headways (the time difference between two vehicles
passing a specific point). Routes 111, 112, and 120 provide 30-minute service while Routes 110
and 121 operate hourly service. The two express routes, the 144 – Social Security and 024 –
Norman Express operate irregular headways throughout the day. Route 024 is no longer operated
by the City of Norman, instead, operations have transitioned to Oklahoma City.
Figure 4-3

Existing Route Service Spans and Headways
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Historical Ridership

Ridership data for City of Norman routes was made available by the City of Norman and was used
to extrapolate ridership between CART and the City of Norman over the seven-year year period
from 2013 – 2019 (Figure 4-4). While the combined ridership on CART and City of Norman fixedroute service has increased by 7% over this seven-year period, ridership on the two services varies
considerably.
Ridership on City of Norman routes is lower than on CART routes. Additionally, CART ridership
increased by 13% over this four-year period, while City of Norman ridership decreased by 8% over
the same timeframe.
Figure 4-4

CART and City of Norman Fixed-Route Ridership (2013 – 2019)
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Historical Performance

Historical performance relies on data from the National Transit Database (NTD) and represents
service currently operated by both CART and the City of Norman prior to service oversight
transitioning to the City. Rather than showing the trend for City of Norman transit specifically, this
analysis represents a holistic picture for all transit service in the City.
Figure 4-5 presents two key performance indicators for fixed-route service over the seven-year
period from 2013 through 2019, the most recent year for which NTD data is available. Operating
cost per revenue hour has increased by 19%, which is in line with an annual inflation rate of 3%.
However, boardings per revenue hour, which represent the efficiency of fixed-route service, has
decreased by 3% during the same timeframe.
CART and City of Norman Fixed-Route Performance Metrics (2013 – 2019)
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System Ridership

The average daily ridership for every stop in the EMBARK Norman system is shown in Figure 4-6.
Ridership is concentrated near multifamily housing developments east of the OU campus, with
the highest ridership stops including:






Brooks Street Transfer Station

Beaumont Drive & Sinclair Drive
Biloxi Drive & Biloxi Drive

E Alameda Street & Triad Village Drive
E Lindsey Street & Houston Drive

Ridership is also high at retail destinations along Lindsey Street, Main Street, University Town
Center, and Sooner Mall.
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Figure 4-6

EMBARK Norman Systemwide Ridership Map
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Route Ridership

Ridership performance for all City of Norman routes is shown in Figure 4-7. The system averages
1,343 daily riders on weekdays, based on October 2019 data. Route 111 and Route 110 are the
highest ridership routes in the system, averaging 606 and 297 boardings per weekday. Routes 120
and 144 are the lowest ridership routes, averaging 15 and 4 boardings per weekday.
Figure 4-7

Average Weekday Ridership (October 2019)
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Route Productivity

Weekday route productivity, measured by boardings per revenue hour, varies significantly as
shown in Figure 4-8. Route 111 averages three to four times as many boardings per revenue hour
than other primary local routes (110, 121, and 112).
Route 120 averages far fewer boardings per revenue hour due to its shorter service span, lowdensity operating environment, and lack of connectivity with the Brooks Street Transfer Station.
Route 144 also averages low productivity due to its shorter service span and express service type.
Figure 4-8

Average Weekday Productivity (October 2019)
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Bicycle and Wheelchair Use
The number of passengers boarding with bicycles or wheelchairs during the month of October
2019 is shown below in Figure 4-9. These boardings largely correspond to overall ridership for
each route. However, the process of loading and securing bicycles and wheelchairs during the
boarding process increases dwell time at stops and may contribute to on-time performance issues
for routes. High bicycle and wheelchair use for specific routes may also indicate that the route
serves higher need communities with higher proportions of people with disabilities or who need
to travel further distances to access transit.
Figure 4-9

Monthly Boardings with Bicycles and Wheelchairs (October 2019)
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ROUTE PROFILES

This section discusses the specific service parameters and performance metrics for each route in
the EMBARK Norman system, including ridership by time of day, ridership by stop, and on-time
performance. This analysis is based on automated passenger counter (APC) data collected in
October 2019. On-time performance is calculated by comparing the average departure time at
each timepoint of each trip to the scheduled departure time. Trips that depart a timepoint five or
more minutes after scheduled are considered late and trips that depart a timepoint before the
scheduled departure are considered early. All other trips departing within five minutes of the time
scheduled are considered on-time. These early, late, and on-time designations are then combined
to show the percent of departures from timepoints that fall into each designation.

Route 110 Main Street

Route 110 Main Street is a clockwise loop route providing 60-minute service beginning and
ending at the Brooks Street Transfer Station and operating along Main Street, Berry Road,
Robinson Street, Interstate Drive, 24th Avenue, Webster Avenue, and Jenkins Avenue. Major
destinations served by the route include:











Brooks Street Transfer Station
Norman City Hall

Norman High School

University Town Shopping Center

Robinson Crossing Shopping Center

Normandy Creek Shopping Center
Sooner Mall

Norman Public Library West

Parkway Plaza Shopping Center

Savannah House Senior Housing

Aside from the Brooks Street Transfer Station, the route provides transfer opportunities with
Route 112 Lindsey West, Route 120 West Norman Link, and Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman.
Service parameters for Route 110 Main Street are shown in Figure 4-10. Saturday service began
operating in August 2020, thus there is no Saturday ridership data included in this analysis.
Figure 4-10

Route 110 Main Street Service Parameters
Weekday

Saturday

60

60
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14

8
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14

8

Headway
Service Span
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Ridership
Route 110 Main Street is the second highest ridership and second highest productivity route in
the Embark Norman system, averaging 261 boardings per weekday and 18.6 boardings per
revenue hour.
Ridership on Route 110 Main Street is highest in the midday and afternoon peak period, with all
trips between 12:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. averaging over 20 boardings, while morning and evening
trips average between 10 and 15 boardings (Figure 4-11). Ridership activity is concentrated
around several shopping centers in the city (Figure 4-12), with the highest ridership stops
including:






Brooks Street Transfer Station
University Town Center
Norman City Hall
Sooner Mall

Normandy Creek Shopping Center

The relatively high midday ridership and activity concentrated around shopping centers indicate
that this route may be heavily used by retail employees. Additionally, the high ridership activity at
the Brooks Street Transfer Station also suggests that a large number of passengers on this route
may require a transfer to complete their trip.
Figure 4-11

Route 110 Main Street Ridership by Time of Day
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Figure 4-12

Route 110 Main Street Ridership Map
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On-Time Performance
Route 110 Main Street has the worst on-time performance in the EMBARK Norman system,
departing from stops on-time 51% of the time, late 43% of the time, and early 7% of the time
(Figure 4-13). Delays on the route may be related to traffic congestion in downtown Norman,
along Main Street, or near I-35 on-ramps. Delays may also be related to difficult turning
movements such as the turnaround within University Town Center. Reducing unnecessary turning
movements along the route’s alignment may improve on-time performance.
Figure 4-13

Route 110 Main Street On-Time Performance

Late

43%
On-Time

51%
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Summary
Route 110 Main Street is a relatively high ridership route, predominately serving retail
destinations on the west side of the City of Norman. Despite being the second highest ridership
route in the system, Route 110 Main Street operates on hourly headways and may be a strong
candidate for improved service frequency. Improving to 30-minute headways, particularly in the
midday period, would make the route more convenient for passengers and better facilitate
transfers between other routes in the system. This route also has the lowest on-time performance
in the system, which may be due to traffic congestion in downtown Norman or unnecessary and
difficult turning movements. Reducing the circuitous alignment of the route would simplify the
service, make it easier to understand for passengers, and likely improve on-time performance.
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Roue 111 Lindsey East

Route 111 Lindsey East is a counterclockwise loop route providing 30-minute service beginning
and ending at the Brooks Street Transfer Station and operating a long Lindsey Street, Creekside
Drive, Biloxi Drive, Beaumont Drive, Vicksburg Avenue, Alameda Street, 12th Avenue, and Brooks
Street. During the 3:30 PM trip only, the route serves 24th Avenue instead of Vicksburg Avenue.
Major destinations served by the route include:





Brooks Street Transfer Station

Numerous multifamily housing developments along Lindsey Street, Creekside Drive, Biloxi
Drive
Irving Middle School

Retail destinations near 12th Avenue & Alameda Street

Aside from the Brooks Street Transfer Station, the route provides transfer opportunities with
Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman. Service parameters for Route 111 Lindsey East are shown in
Figure 4-14. Saturday service began operating in August 2020, thus there is no Saturday ridership
data included in this analysis.
Figure 4-14

Route 111 Lindsey East Service Parameters
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Ridership
Route 111 Lindsey East is the highest ridership and highest productivity route in the Embark
Norman system, averaging 517 boardings per weekday and 34.9 boardings per revenue hour. This
route has nearly double the ridership of the second highest ridership route, Route 110 Main
Street. Ridership is high throughout the day but is highest in the morning between 8:00 AM and
10:00 AM, averaging nearly 50 boardings per hour (Figure 4-15). Ridership is slightly lower in the
mornings and evenings but is still relatively high, between 20 and 30 boardings per hour. During
the 3:30 PM trip, the route operates on 24th Avenue instead of Vicksburg Avenue.
Ridership activity is highly concentrated at large apartment complexes and multifamily housing
developments, with the highest ridership stops including:








Brooks Street Transfer Station

Beaumont Drive & Sinclair Drive (Campus Lodge)
Biloxi Drive at Radius Apartments

Lindsey Street & Houston Avenue (Springfield Apartments)
Lindsey Street & Delaware Lane (Millennium Apartments)

Creekside Drive & Houston Ave (Twin Creek Village Apartments)

Alameda Street & 12th Avenue (Homeland grocery store and transfer opportunity with
Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman)

The ridership patterns on Route 111 Lindsey East suggest that the route is heavily utilized by OU
students traveling to and from campus. Ridership is also sufficiently high that the route may be
able to support 15-minute frequency, particularly during peak periods between 8:00 AM – 10:00
AM and 3:00 PM – 6:00 PM.
Figure 4-15

Route 111 Lindsey East Ridership by Time of Day
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Figure 4-16

Route 111 Lindsey East Ridership Map
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On-Time Performance
Route 111 Lindsey East has the second highest on-time performance in the EMBARK Norman
system, behind only Route 112 Lindsey West. No trips arrive late on the route, while 14% arrive
early and 86% arrive on time.
Figure 4-17

Route 111 Lindsey East On-Time Performance

Early

14%
On-Time

86%

Summary
Route 111 Lindsey East is the highest ridership and productivity route in the EMBARK Norman
system. The primary market for the route is to provide a connection between the OU campus and
several large apartment complexes on the east side of the City of Norman. The route currently
operates with 30-minute headways and may be a candidate for 15-minute service, particularly in
the peak period, due to high ridership on the route. This route would also be improved by
providing bi-directional travel, rather than a one-way loop. In the current alignment, passengers
boarding along Lindsey Street are required to travel out of direction for a significant portion of
the alignment before reaching the Brooks Street Transfer Station. Realigning service into a linear,
bi-directional route would make it a more convenient option for passengers.
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Route 112 Lindsey West

Route 112 Lindsey West is a bi-directional route providing east-west service every 30 minutes
between the Brooks Street Transfer Station and 24th Avenue NW along W Lindsey Street. The
western terminus of the route is a loop between Lindsey Street, 24th Avenue NW, Brooks Street,
and McGee Drive. During the 3:30 PM trip, the route operates on Boyd Street instead of Brooks
Street. Route 112 Lindsey West provides service to numerous destinations on Lindsey Street,
including:






The OU campus

The Salvation Army

Savannah House Senior Housing

Numerous housing developments along 24th Avenue

Whitter Middle School

Aside from the Brooks Street Transfer Station, the route provides transfer opportunities with
Route 110 Main Street. Service parameters for Route 112 Lindsey West are shown in Figure 4-18.
Saturday service began operating in August 2020, thus there is no Saturday ridership data
included in this analysis.
Figure 4-18

Route 112 Lindsey West Service Parameters
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Ridership
Route 112 Lindsey West has below average ridership and productivity, averaging 117 boardings
per weekday and 7.9 boardings per revenue hour. Ridership on the route is highest in the
morning, averaging between 9 and 12 passengers per hour, and is relatively consistent
throughout the day (Figure 4-19). The highest ridership stops on Route 112 Lindsey West are
generally at residential developments and the OU campus, including:




Lindsey Street & Van Vleet Oval
Wilcox Drive & 24th Avenue

Lindsey St & Crown Point Avenue

The ridership patterns on Route 112 Lindsey West suggest that the route is generally utilized by
OU students traveling to and from campus. However, the demand for service is significantly lower
than that for Route 111 Lindsey East.
Figure 4-19

Route 112 Lindsey West Ridership by Time of Day
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Inbound
Figure 4-20

Route 112 Lindsey West Ridership Map – Inbound
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Outbound
Figure 4-21

Route 112 Lindsey West Ridership Map – Outbound
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On-Time Performance
Route 112 Lindsey West has the highest on-time performance in the system, arriving on-time for
91% of trips, early for 1% of trips, and late for 8% of trips. The route is relatively short and
generally avoids heavily congested areas of Norman.
Figure 4-22
Early

1%

Route 112 Lindsey West On-Time Performance
Late

8%
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Summary
Route 112 Lindsey West is a relatively low ridership, low productivity route that has high on-time
performance. The route primarily connects the OU campus to residential developments along
Lindsey Street in the western area of the City of Norman. The low ridership and productivity
indicate that the route, as currently designed, may not warrant 30-minute service. Reducing
frequency or realigning the route to serve additional high ridership destinations may be a more
effective use of agency resources.
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Route 120 West Norman Link

Route 120 West Norman Link is a clockwise loop route operating every 30 minutes along River
Oaks Drive, 36th Avenue NW, W Tecumseh Road, 24th Avenue NW, W Robinson Street, and N
Interstate Drive. This is the only route in the system that does not serve the Brooks Street Transfer
Station. However, there are transfer opportunities between Route 120 West Norman Link and
Route 110 Main Street. The route provides connections between several major destinations,
including:






Sooner Mall

Brookhaven Village Shopping Center
Walmart Neighborhood Market

Norman Regional HealthPlex Heart Hospital
University Town Shopping Center

The ridership parameters for the route are shown in Figure 4-23. Route 120 West Norman Link
only operates on weekdays.
Figure 4-23

Route 120 West Norman Link Service Parameters
Weekday

Saturday
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Service Span
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Ridership
Route 120 West Norman Link is the lowest ridership route in the EMBARK Norman system,
averaging 21 boardings per weekday and 3 boardings per revenue hour. Ridership on the route is
generally low on all trips. The highest ridership stops are located at Sooner Mall, which provides a
transfer opportunity with Route 110 Main Street, and Norman Regional Healthplex, as shown in
Figure 4-25.
Figure 4-24

Route 120 West Norman Link Ridership by Time of Day
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Figure 4-25

Route 120 West Norman Link Ridership Map
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On-Time Performance
Route 120 West Norman Link has the second lowest on-time performance with 56% of trips
departing on-time, 7% of trips departing late, and 38% of trips departing early (Figure 4-26). The
relatively high proportion of trips departing early may be due to the relatively small length of the
route and low ridership. Fewer stops and delays related to boarding and alighting activity may
allow the route to operate faster than the scheduled times, resulting in more early departures.
Figure 4-26

Route 120 West Norman Link On-Time Performance
Late

7%
Early

38%
On-Time
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Summary
Route 120 West Norman Link is a low ridership, low productivity route serving the northwest area
of the City of Norman. This is the only route in the system that does not serve the Brooks Street
Transfer Station, limiting the number of people who can reach the service without making
multiple transfers. Despite being the lowest ridership route in the system, Route 120 West
Norman Link operates with 30-minute headways. The route, as currently designed, does not have
sufficiently high ridership to warrant this level of service. Reducing frequency or combining with
another route may be a more efficient allocation of resources for the city.
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Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman

Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman operates hourly service on a figure-eight pattern comprised of a
southern counterclockwise loop and a northern clockwise loop. The alignment of the route has
been adjusted since the data for this analysis was collected to provide east-west service on Acres
Street instead of Robinson Street.
The route currently provides service beginning and ending at the Brooks Street Transfer Station
and operates along Boyd Street, Triad Village Drive, 12th Avenue, Main Street, Findley Avenue,
Robinson Street, Porter Avenue, Berry Road, Goddard Avenue, Rock Creek Road, Stubbeman
Avenue, Peters Avenue, and Jenkins Avenue. The route includes a deviation to serve the
Cottonwood Ridge Condos along 12th Avenue SE and Triad Village Drive.
Major destinations served by the route include:













Cottonwood Ridge Condos

Walmart

Community Service Building
Longfellow Middle School

Norman Regional Hospital
Norman Library Central

Norman Housing Authority

Cleveland County Family YMCA

USPS Maintenance Technical Support Center
Norman North High School

Cleveland County Court Clerk

Norman Senior Citizens Center

The service parameters for Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman are shown in Figure 4-27. Saturday
service began operating in August 2020, thus there is no Saturday ridership data included in this
analysis.
Figure 4-27

Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman Service Parameters Summary

Headway
Service Span
Daily Revenue Hours
Daily Trips

Weekday
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8.8
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Ridership
Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman is a below average ridership route in the EMBARK Norman system,
averaging 181 daily boardings and 12.3 boardings per revenue hour. Ridership fluctuates
throughout the day but is relatively consistent, between 12 and 18 boardings per hour. Ridership
in the morning and evening is notably lower, with fewer than 8 boardings per hour. Ridership is
also higher on southern counterclockwise loop than on the northern clockwise loop. The highest
ridership stops for the route include:








Brooks Street Transfer Station

Boyd Street & Jenkins Avenue (OU Campus)

12th Avenue & Mockingbird Lane (Cottonwood Ridge Condos)

Alameda Street & Triad Village Drive (Homeland grocery store)
12th Avenue & Main Street (Walmart)

Main Street & State Drive (Central OK Community Health)
Norman Regional Hospital

Figure 4-28

Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman Ridership by Time of Day
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Figure 4-29

Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman Ridership Map
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On-Time Performance
Route 121 is a below average route in terms of on-time performance, departing on-time for 66%
of trips and departing early for 34% of trips. This high proportion of early departing trips indicates
that the route may be under scheduled.
Figure 4-30

Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman On-Time Performance

Late

34%
On-Time

66%

Summary
Route 121 Alameda/E. Norman is a below average ridership and productivity route that operates
on a circuitous figure-eight alignment. The majority of ridership activity occurs early in the route,
between the Brooks Street Transfer Station and Norman Regional Hospital. This route would be
made considerably more convenient and easier to understand for passengers by realigning
service to provide bi-directional service, rather than large loops that require passengers to travel
out of direction to reach their destination.
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Route 144 Social Security

Route 144 Social Security is a specialized fixed-route service which provides two round trips per
day on Tuesdays and Fridays only. The route operates limited stop, express-like service between
the Brooks Street Transfer Station in the City of Norman and the Social Security Administration
office located in the City of Moore. Route 144 departs Norman to the Social Security office at
12:05 PM and 2:20 PM and departs the Social Security office to Norman at 1:00 PM and 2:00 PM.
Due to the limited nature of this service, detailed ridership and on-time performance data was not
assessed during this analysis.
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PARATRANSIT
Service Summary

The City of Norman provides fare free, curb-to-curb complementary paratransit service, branded
as EMBARK Plus, for qualifying individuals with disabilities who are unable to independently ride
the fixed-route system. Prior to the City of Norman taking over transit operations on July 1, 2019,
paratransit service was provided by CART. Passengers are required to submit an application and
relevant documentation to determine eligibility for EMBARK Plus service and must recertify
eligibility every three years. EMBARK Plus mirrors fixed-route bus service hours through two
distinct service zones, with Zone 1 operating from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Monday to Friday and
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on Saturdays and with Zone 2 operating from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Monday to Friday only.

Historical Ridership
Paratransit ridership steadily increased by approximately 16% between 2013 and 2017 before
decreasing by approximately 14% between 2017 and 2019, as shown in Figure 4-31. Paratransit
ridership reached a seven-year low of 32,413 boardings in 2019.
Figure 4-31

Annual Paratransit Ridership (2013 – 2019)
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Historical Performance

Figure 4-32 presents two key performance indicators for paratransit service over the seven-year
period from 2013 through 2019, the most recent year for which NTD data is available. Operating
cost per revenue hour has increased by 22%, which is in line with an annual inflation rate of 3%.
However, boardings per revenue hour, which represent the efficiency of service, has decreased by
3% during the same timeframe.
Figure 4-32

Paratransit Historical Performance Metrics (2013 – 2019)
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Ridership Patterns

A map showing paratransit origins, destinations, and trip patterns during January 2020 is shown in
Figure 4-33. There were over 2,300 unique paratransit trips during this period. The most common
origins and destinations include:






Norman Senior Citizens Center

The Cleveland County Family YMCA on Halley Avenue
The Norman Housing Authority on North Berry Road
The Full Circle Adult Day Center on 28th Avenue NW

Retail destinations including Crest Fresh Market and Walmart
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Figure 4-33

Paratransit Origins and Destinations (January 2020)
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5 MARKET ANALYSIS

This market analysis presents demographic characteristics associated with the market for transit
ridership in the City of Norman. The purpose of this analysis is twofold: (1) to identify gaps in
transit service in areas with high demand and (2) to identify overserved areas where transit
demand is weak.

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

The demographic characteristics of the City of Norman are used to identify specific population
groups that are likely to use public transportation, where these groups are concentrated within
the city, and how well they are currently served by transit.

Community Breakdown

Population groups in the City of Norman can be broken down in several way, including by age
and employment status. Figure 5-1 below shows such a community breakdown for the City of
Norman, which includes:







19% of residents are age 19 or younger

22% of residents are young adults age 20-24

30% of residents are age 25-64, live in Norman and work elsewhere
15% of residents are age 25-64 and both live and work in Norman
12% of residents are senior citizens age 65 or older
2% of working-age residents do not work

Additionally, approximately 6% of the population in the City of Norman has a disability and
approximately 35,600 people work in the City of Norman but do not live there. The City of
Norman is relatively young, due in part to the large population of young adults associated with
the University of Oklahoma. The young adult population includes students, employees, and both.
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Figure 5-1

City of Norman Demographic Breakdown
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Population Density

Population density is a key determinant of transit demand. Higher density residential areas have
more people within walking distance of potential bus routes, making these areas more likely to
support frequent transit service than lower density areas. Studies have also shown that a doubling
of population density is correlated with as much as a 30% decrease in driving. 1 Many of these
driving trips are replaced with transit trips.
In the City of Norman, the highest population densities, 15 or more people per acre, are located
near the OU campus and in neighborhoods with significant multi-family housing developments,
including:




The OU campus area.

The neighborhood located south of E Lindsey St between Classen Blvd and 12th Ave SE.

The neighborhood located north of E Lindsey St between Biloxi Dr and Brandywine Ln.

Additionally, the following areas have moderately high population density:





The neighborhood north of W Lindsey Street between 24th Avenue SW and McGee Dr.

The neighborhoods adjacent to W Main St between Lamp Post Rd and 36th Ave SW.
The neighborhood south of Alameda St between 12th Ave SE and Vicksburg Ave.

Additional neighborhoods in southeast Norman adjacent to E Lindsey St between Classen
Blvd and 24th Ave SE.

Figure 5-2 presents the population density for block groups in the City of Norman.

1

Patterns of Automobile Dependence in Cities. Newman and Kenworthy, 1989
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Figure 5-2

City of Norman Population Density
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Seniors

Seniors, ages 65 and older, are more likely to take transit than those age 64 and younger. This
population may be unable or unwilling to drive a car and instead rely on public transportation to
access goods and services in the community. The highest concentrations of senior populations in
the City of Norman, shown in Figure 5-3, are generally scattered throughout the city with a high
concentration in the western area of the city. High concentrations of seniors are located in:






The neighborhoods located west of 36th Ave NW between W Main St and W Rock Creek
Rd.
The neighborhood north of W Lindsey Street between 24th Avenue SW and McGee Dr.
The neighborhood west of S Berry Rd between Westbrooke Terrace and Imhoff Rd.
The neighborhood south of Alameda St between 12th Ave SE and Shiloh Dr.

The neighborhood west of N Berry Rd between W Robinson St and W Main St.
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Figure 5-3

City of Norman Density of Seniors Age 65 and Older
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Young Adults

Adults between the ages of 19 and 24 are more likely to take transit than adults over the age of
24. This age group is more likely to be a college student or have limited access to a vehicle and be
more reliant on public transportation for their mobility needs. Young adults, as shown in Figure
5-4, are concentrated in:



The OU campus area.

Multi-family housing developments in the neighborhoods adjacent to E Lindsey St
between Classen Blvd and Brandywine Ln.
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Figure 5-4

City of Norman Density of Young Adults Age 19 to 24
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People with Disabilities

People with disabilities, shown in Figure 5-5, are generally clustered in a few neighborhoods in
downtown Norman, west Norman, and southeast Norman. These neighborhoods and
communities include:





The neighborhoods in southeast Norman adjacent to E Lindsey St between Classen Blvd
and 24th Ave SE.
Downtown Norman, between E Main St, Reed Ave, and Alameda St

The neighborhood between S Berry Rd, W Lindsey St, S Flood Ave, and W Main St

The neighborhood in west Norman north of W Main St between Lamp Post Rd and
Willow Branch Rd
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Figure 5-5

City of Norman Density of People with Disabilities
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Race and Ethnicity

The racial makeup of the City of Norman is predominantly white, as shown in Figure 5-9.
Racial and ethnic minorities are concentrated near:




The OU campus area.

The multi-family housing developments in southeast Norman.

The neighborhood located east of 24th Ave SW between W Main St and W Lindsey St.

To a lesser degree, there are also concentrations of non-white populations scattered around the
periphery of the city, including west of 36th Ave NW and northeast of the intersection of 12th Ave
NE & E Robinson St.
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Figure 5-6

City of Norman Race and Ethnicity
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SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Limited Access to a Vehicle

Many households in the City of Norman have access to a vehicle. However, some areas,
particularly in the university-oriented neighborhoods in southeast Norman, have at least three
households per acre with limited or no access to a vehicle, as shown in Figure 5-6. The areas with
the highest density of limited vehicle access include:



The neighborhoods adjacent to E Lindsey St between Classen Blvd and Vicksburg Ave.
The neighborhood south of W Main St between Cherry Creek Dr and 36th Ave SW

Figure 5-7 shows a matrix of households with limited access to a vehicle by household size.
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Figure 5-7

City of Norman Density of One and Zero Vehicle Households
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Figure 5-8

City of Norman Density of Zero Vehicle Households by Household Size
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Low-Income Population

Low-income populations, shown in Figure 5-8, are generally concentrated around the multifamily housing developments in the southeast area of the city. There are a few additional
areas with high concentrations of low-income population, including the northern area of the
OU campus, and the neighborhood south of W Main St between Cherry Creek Rd and 36th
Ave NW.
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Figure 5-9

City of Norman Low-Income Population Density
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EMPLOYMENT

Employment density shares a similar nexus with transit demand as population density. Areas with
a higher density of jobs are more popular destinations and have a higher demand for transit trips,
particularly during the morning and afternoon peak periods. Employment density, shown in
Figure 5-13, is primarily clustered in downtown Norman and near OU. 2 Other notable
employment clusters include Moore Norman Tech and key retail destinations like University Town
Center, Robinson Shopping Center, and Sooner Mall.
Low-wage employment, shown in Figure 5-11, follows a similar pattern as total employment.
However, the retail locations in the western area of the city include stronger concentrations
of low-wage employment than downtown Norman.
An analysis of the employment locations of Norman residents (Figure 5-12) shows that
employment is concentrated in the City of Norman. There are a significant number of Norman
residents who work north of the Norman in Moore and Oklahoma City. This employment
distribution suggests that there is higher demand for commute trips within the city, but that there
continues be a market for intercity service between Norman and Oklahoma City.

2

Due to census reporting processes, employment associated with the University of Oklahoma may be reported
at a single administrative location, rather than at the actual employment location
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Figure 5-10

City of Norman Employment Density
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Figure 5-11

City of Norman Low-Wage Employment Density
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Figure 5-12

Employment Locations of City of Norman Residents
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OVERLAY ANALYSIS

For the purposes of this analysis, overlay analyses are used to combine two demographics or
variables that represent a higher demand for transit or propensity to use transit. These needs
assessments include:




Population Density & Employment Density (Figure 5-13)

Density of Young Adults & Low-Income Population Density (Figure 5-14)
Density of Seniors & Density of People with Disabilities (Figure 5-15)

Based on this analysis, the largest demand for transit is clustered into three general areas:






Southeast Norman. There is high transit demand throughout the southeast area of
Norman, generally bounded by Alameda St, 24th Ave SE, E Imhoff Rd, and Classen Blvd.
This area contains numerous large multi-family housing developments and high
concentrations of young adults, low-income population, seniors, and people with
disabilities. This neighborhood represents the highest density area of the city and high
concentrations of likely transit users.

Downtown Norman and Campus Area. This area within the City of Norman’s core is
generally bound by Lindsey St, Classen Blvd/Porter Ave, Acres St, and Berry Rd. This area
contains a high concentration of population, employment, low-income population, young
adults, seniors, and people with disabilities. This area has a similar demographic
composition as southeast Norman but is smaller geographically and has a higher
concentration of employment.
West Norman. The West Norman area is generally located west of I-35 and includes
several residential neighborhoods and shopping centers. This area contains a high
concentration of employment in the University Town Center, Robinson Crossing, and
Sooner Mall shopping centers and high concentrations of low-income population, young
adults, seniors, and people with disabilities, particularly at the Savannah Harbor
Apartments and Savannah Square Apartments southwest of W Main St. and 36th Ave SW.
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Figure 5-13

City of Norman Population and Employment Density
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Figure 5-14

City of Norman Young Adults and Low-Income Population Density
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Figure 5-15

City of Norman Seniors and People with Disabilities Density
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Appendix A Outreach Summary

This appendix provides an overview of the key findings from the first phase of public involvement
efforts during the Go Norman Transit Study, including:






Three group discussions with operators and maintenance staff
Three virtual and in-person public open houses
Two group stakeholder discussions
An online agency staff survey
An online community survey

The goal of the first phase of outreach was intended to introduce the public and key stakeholders
to the project and identify aspects of the EMBARK Norman transit system that are working well,
that are not working well, and priorities for service improvements.
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OPERATOR AND MAINTENANCE STAFF OUTREACH
Staff Discussions

Two group discussions with operators were held on October 13, 2020 and one group discussion
with maintenance staff was held on October 19, 2020. Between the three meetings a total of 17
operators and maintenance employees were in attendance. The discussions began with an
overview of the Go Norman Transit Study process and timeline and ended with an open-ended
discussion in which participants were encouraged to ask questions about the study and provide
comments on operational aspects of the EMBARK Norman system that are working well or not
working well.

Operational Challenges
These group conversations identified several operational challenges, including:




COVID-19 capacity limits force operators to bypass people waiting at stops, negatively
impacting ridership and public perceptions of service reliability.

Service on Porter Avenue, Main Street, Berry Road, and Acres Street is challenging due to
difficult turning movements and stop locations.
There are accessibility challenges for several stops on Main Street.

Unserved Destinations
Key unserved destinations identified during these group discussions include:







Walmart on Classen Boulevard
Norman East Branch Library
Riverwind Casino

Johnson Controls

Moore Norman Tech

Beggs Detention Center

Improvement Priorities
In addition to operational challenges and unserved destinations, participants in these group
discussions also identified key improvement priorities, including:




Improving service frequency on Route 110 Main Street and 121 Alameda / E. Norman.
Earlier morning service, beginning around 5:30 a.m. or 6:00 a.m.

More direct service to reduce out of direction travel and make the service more
convenient for passengers.
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Staff Survey

In addition to the group discussions, EMBARK Norman operators, maintenance, and
administrative employers were given the option of completing an online survey between October
7, 2020 and October 31, 2020. The survey received 13 responses and included fixed-route
operators, paratransit operators, supervisors, maintenance staff, and administrative staff.

What is Working Well?
When asked what is working will with transit in the City of Norman, responses included:




Free fare service

Paratransit operations

Transition from CART is generally going well and leadership has been helpful

What is Not Working Well?
When asked what is not working will with transit in the City of Norman, responses included:





Capacity constraints related to COVID-19

Unmarked bus stops and inconsistent accessibility
Low frequency service

Service does not cover as much area in the city as it should

Service Improvements
Survey respondents were also asked to provide specific comments and improvements for services,
these improvements include:





Improving frequency on Route 110 Main Street to every 30 minutes

Improving frequency on Route 111 Lindsey East to every 15 minutes

Route 120 West Norman Link should be combined with another route

Improve frequency on Route 121 Alameda / E. Norman to every 30 minutes

Survey respondents were also asked to rank several potential service improvements by
importance with 1 representing the most important and 6 representing the least important
(Figure 1). The highest priority improvements for respondents include:





Providing service to new areas
More frequent bus service

More service on Saturdays
Earlier bus service
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Service Improvement Priorities

Figure 1

Employee Survey Service Improvement Priorities
Service to new areas

More frequent bus service
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PUBLIC OPEN HOUSES

Three public open houses were held, including an online and in-person option for all three events,
on November 18, 2020. A total of three people attended online and three people attended inperson. The open houses included a presentation from the City of Norman and the consultant
team, interactive polling activity, and provided an opportunity for a question-and-answer session.
Common questions and discussions involved:






Requests for more frequent service

Requests for improvements to bus stop accessibility and ADA compliance across the
system
Extending service to the Norman East Branch Library and Moore Norman Tech
Creating grid-based transit system

Incorporating microtransit service into the planning process
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STAKEHOLDER DISCUSSIONS

The City of Norman and consultant team hosted two stakeholder meetings on November 19,
2020. The two stakeholder meetings were attended by 18 stakeholders representing 14 different
organizations, including:














The University of Oklahoma

City of Norman Citizen’s ADA Advisory Committee
Pioneer Library System

Oklahoma Department of Transportation

Association of Central Oklahoma Governments
First Baptist Church of Norman

ABLE Council for Developmental Disabilities
Oklahoma Department of Veterans Affairs
EMBARK

Oklahoma Transit Association
YMCA

Greystar Apartments

Thunderbird Clubhouse

Each stakeholder meeting included a presentation from the City of Norman and the consultant
team, interactive polling activity, and group discussion.

Unserved Destinations
During the stakeholder discussions, the groups were asked to identify any areas that are not
currently served by transit that may have a need for service. Stakeholder identified the following:








Norman East Branch Library
Southeast Norman

Northwest Norman

Moore Norman Tech

Garland Square Apartments

Walmart on Classen Boulevard

Oklahoma Department of Veterans Affairs facility

Service Improvements
Stakeholders were asked to identify potential service improvements and suggested the following:






Adding Sunday service

Operating service later in the evenings
Improving service frequency
Making service more direct

Adding a shelter to the Norman Central Branch Library stop
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COMMUNITY SURVEY
The Go Norman Transit Study online survey was open for public comment from November 5, 2020
until December 1, 2020 and received 638 unique responses. This survey was not designed to
collect a statistically valid representation of EMBARK Norman transit riders or the Norman
community, however the feedback provides insights into the public perceptions of the transit
system, priorities for transit improvements, and key unserved destinations.
Of the 638 respondents who participated in the survey, 22% have ridden EMBARK Norman transit
service in within the past year, compared to 78% who have not (Figure 4).
Figure 2

Have you taken EMBARK Norman within the past 12 months?

Yes
22%

No
78%
N=638
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The online survey reached a wide range of ages within the community, as shown in Figure 11.
Most respondents between the ages of 18 and 24 are transit riders. This age group includes
college students and low-wage employees that are more likely to ride transit than other groups.
Figure 3

What is your age?
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Transit riders are also more likely to be lower income than non-transit riders. Thirty-nine percent
of transit riders reported a household income of under $15,000 compared to 5% of non-transit
riders. Alternatively, 52% of non-transit riders reported a household income of $75,000 or higher
compared to 12% of transit riders (Figure 12).
Figure 4

What is your total household income?
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Nearly three-quarters of survey respondents reported being employed, either full time (64%) or
part-time (10%), as shown in Figure 13. Additionally, relatively few survey respondents reported
being a student (Figure 14).
Figure 5

Are you employed?
N=441
No
26%

Yes, part-time
10%

Yes, full-time
64%

Ten percent of survey respondents reported being a college or university student and 1%
reported being a high school or middle school student.
Figure 6

Are you a student?
Yes,
university/college
10%
Yes, middle/high
school
1%

No
89%
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When asked for their home zip code (Figure 15), 87% of respondents reported one of three zip
codes: 73071, 73069, and 73072. These zip codes roughly correlate with east Norman, downtown
Norman and north Norman, and West Norma, respectively.
Figure 7

What is your home zip code?
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Transit Rider Characteristics

Survey respondents that have taken EMBARK Norman within the past 12 months were asked
several questions about their riding characteristics and service satisfaction. While these
characteristics are representative of current behaviors, the travel characteristics reported in this
survey have occurred in tandem with the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and may be reflective of
distancing recommendations, remote learning, and working from home.
Survey respondents were asked several questions regarding their satisfaction with various aspects
of existing EMBARK Norman service. Survey respondents were most satisfied with safety (48%),
schedule reliability (47%), and speed of service (34%) and were least satisfied with hours of service
(40%), days of service (38%), and frequency of service (32%), as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 8

Please rate your satisfaction with the following aspects of EMBARK Norman service

Safety on the bus

48%

Reliability of schedule
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Speed of service
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50%
40%

37%
20%
Satisfied

30%
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Neutral
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60%

Unsatisfied

70%

80%

90%

100%

N=117

This feedback suggests that the highest priority service improvements for EMBARK Norman riders
include:





Adding earlier morning or later evening service
Improving bus stops

Adding Sunday service

Improving service frequency
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When asked why they ride transit (Figure 3), most survey respondents identified cost related
reasons, including not owning a vehicle (54%) and that transit saves them money (40%). Only 21%
of respondents ride transit because parking is not convenient and 19% to avoid traffic congestion.
This is reflective of the built environment in the City of Norman, traffic congestion is relatively low,
and parking is readily available, making public transportation a less competitive alternative to
driving. Focusing on improvements that improve competitiveness with driving, including
frequency, speed, service span, and weekend service appear to be the highest priority
improvements for survey respondents.
Figure 9

Why do you ride transit?
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Survey respondents most commonly ride Route 110 Main Street (61%) and Route 121 Alameda /
E. Norman (50%), as shown in Figure 5. Despite having the highest recorded ridership, Route 111
Lindsey East was only used by 45% of survey respondents. This may be reflective of changes in
travel behaviors associated with the COVID-19 Pandemic and remote learning at OU.
Figure 10

Which EMBARK Norman routes do you ride?
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Of the respondents who use EMBARK Norman service, 78% are long-time riders having used the
transit system for over a year (Figure 6).
Figure 11

How long have you been riding EMBARK Norman?
Less than 6
months
12%
6 to 11 months
10%

More than a year
(I used to ride
CART)
78%

N=119
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An additional 10% of respondents have ridden between six and eleven months and 12% have
been riding for less than six months. Most riders appear to use EMBARK Norman service
occasionally, with 40% of respondents riding once per week and an additional 13% of
respondents riding twice per week (Figure 7). About a quarter of respondents were frequent
riders, with 17% riding transit five days per week and 8% riding six days per week.
Figure 12

How often do you typically ride EMBARK Norman?
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Fifty-two percent of survey respondents indicated that they need to make at least one transfer to
complete their trip on EMBARK Norman service, with 7% requiring two transfers (Figure 8). This
high transfer rate is due to the hub-and-spoke service model operated by EMBARK Norman.
Figure 13

When riding EMBARK Norman, do you typically transfer between buses?
Yes, my trip
requires two or
more transfers
7%

Yes, my trip
requires a transfer
45%

N=117

No
48%
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When asked how they typically travel to and from bus stops, 80% of survey respondents reported
walking with the next highest modes (bicycling and drop off/pick up by a family friend) reported
by only 13% of respondents (Figure 9).
Figure 14

How do you typically get to or from bus stops?
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Nearly three-quarters of respondents (73%) reported obtaining their route/schedule information
from the City of Norman or EMBARK Norman websites, as shown in Figure 10. However,
numerous open-ended comments identified communication and marketing as key improvements
for EMBARK Norman to make. This may be a key area of improvement for the agency to
communicate with the public about the service and any potential changes in coordination with
the Go Norman Transit Study.
Figure 15

How do you obtain route and schedule information?
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Existing Conditions Report

OPEN-ENDED COMMENTS

Survey respondents provided more than 1,000 unique open-ended comments on the survey in
response to three distinct questions:




Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go to today?
Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?

Do you have other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?

Unserved Destinations
Survey respondents provided 379 unique responses when asked if there were any places that
EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go to today. Some responses included specific
destinations while others included multiple destinations within a specific area of Norman.
Specific unserved destinations identified included:






Moore Norman Tech

Norman Public Library East

Walmart Supercenter at Classen Blvd. and Cedar Ln.

Walmart Neighborhood Market at Classen Blvd. and Constitution St.
East Robinson Street & 12th Ave NE

Bus Stop Improvements
Survey respondents provided 310 unique comments regarding specific locations for bus stop
improvements. The most mentioned locations include:







Norman Public Library Central
Norman High School
Crest Fresh Market

Irving Middle School
Sooner Mall

Berry & Denison (across from Dollar General)

Other Comments and Suggestions
When asked for additional comments or suggestions, survey respondents provided 324 unique
comments. The most common comments and suggestions included:






Requests for service to more areas of the city
Requests for more frequent service
Requests for Sunday service

Requests for service later at night

Requests for improved communication from the City and EMBARK Norman
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Open-Ended Comments
The following open-ended comments have been edited for clarity and grammar.
Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
yes
On the west side more and south of the university more and expanded a bit for those that live at the edge of the
town
I'm okay with the routes that I need to ride.
OKC
Libraries
South of Highway 9 like Eagle Cliff
South Norman by Noble
During the outbound trips for rt 21 & 10, it would be nice if they had a few more stops closer to the center of
Downtown. On the inbound stops for rt 21, it goes right by the courthouse and senior citizen center (which is
GREAT) however, it would be nice if they were to incorporate that into the OUTBOUND rt as well.
N/A
Need to add Norman to Moore to OKC to etc....
Lake Thunderbird
The apartment and Walmart near highway 9. They have a lot of apartments, businesses but some people cannot
reach them.
24th street S.E needs a bus stop some of us who can take that walk do but there are so many who can't. We need
to be able to get to the stores and shop without spending money on uber or the city cab. Most of us are on fixed
income So yes, we need a bus to get us around
All cities
A little farther north from the Healthplex.
I'm not sure of the places it goes now but the corner of Robinson and NE 12th would be a good stop.
I would love it if EMBARK could add a stop in Hall Park
Norman Veterans Center
many more neighborhoods
Moore
Didn’t know Norman had a mass transit system. Moved back to my hometown, 1975 NHS grad, 3 years ago and
this the 1st time I heard there was a mass transit for citizens of this community. It was always "students only"
before...
Outlying areas such as east Norman and the south Walmart area!
The Ave at Norman and Varsity House. Lots of residents that would utilize public transportation that are unable to
Do not know
No
Brick town more often and at night of thunder games
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
Norman Veterans Center 1776 E. Robinson
no
Can’t think of one.
Get rid of the buses and have more vans to take folks to the doctor or hospital.
South of Hwy9, no service to a large residential area with large apartment complexes, etc. near 12th Ave SE and
Cedar Lane Rd.... and south to Eagle Cliff.
Mission Norman if it doesn't already travel that far out.
Absolutely...needs to go to all grocery stores, doctors’ offices & both hospital locations for everyone not just those
with mobility issues
OU Research Campus
I think it is fair.
The buses originally ran every 30 minutes on almost every daily route. We would all like for all buses to run every
30 minutes and Sunday service as well.
Just places of businesses so that people who need to work can work.
Walmart on Classen and Oak Tree Ave.
May be east to 36th Ave. or at least to the east side library.
Not sure
AWAY! GIANT WASTE OF CITY DOLLARS!! YOU COULD GIVE OUT FREE CAR RIDES CHEAPER AND MORE
CONVENIENTLY. LOWER CARBON EMISSIONS THAN RUNNING EMPTY BUSSES!!! ****STICK TO WHAT
CUITY GOVERNMENT SHOULD BE DOING!!!**** ******FIX THE STREETS AND FUND THE POLICE!!!!!!******
Another bus eastbound on Robinson. Any kind rail line.
Not sure
Go direct to Noble, OKC, Pursell from Norman
VA center, east side library, and Riverwind casino
NO
N/A
I cannot think of any place right off!
Eagle Cliff edition would be great! I just moved there.
I would be nice if it went to more grocery stores.
Walmart
Not sure
I don’t know where it goes.
Unknown
None
there are no buses in the SE area of Norman
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
No
West Walmart, south Walmart,
Does it go to the jail? What about the hospital? Porter and Tecumseh.
South Oakhurst, Alameda and Porter, Beaumont and Vicksburg, Boyd east of 12th
I don't know the routes
No
Really don’t know where it does go - not educated on the Embark other than the campus loop
We live east of 60th NE. Where is our bus stop?
not sure
Access to all public places in the city.
No
Never ridden so would no know
More stops on the E side.
No
It needs to encompass all areas of our city even those toward the East. To be effective it must provide an
opportunity for all citizens in the non-rural areas to ride.
Nowhere
If EMBARK can't, I-Drive can.
All routes should include the Santa Fe depot.
Not sure
We should remove EMBARK and go to a better financial responsible transportation system rather than large buses
driving around all day with few people using it.
Unk
No
You should get a bus to go to the Riverwind Casino
I am unaware of where it goes today, which I view as part of the problem.
EMBARK should transport HS students from the two high schools to Moore Norman Technology Center and back to
the high schools twice a day.
I don’t know where EMBARK goes
there are no bus stops close to my house that would make it possible for me to use the EMBARK transit system
Crosstown
Victory family church
Robinson crossing and locations north - apt complexes at Rock Creek and NW 36th
to all public services
Oklahoma City, Moore, Neighborhood/ businesses near highway 9
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
Yes - further South on 77, Moore
Moore Norman Technology Center
Norman Public Library East
Moore Norman Technology Center
not sure
Moore Norman Technology Center
more shopping areas
No
No
No
More coverage into 24th Ave NW from Boyd to Rock Creek.
Yes, It should have a pick up and drop off location at Moore Norman Technology Center. I would also recommend
setting up a bench/booth (bus stop cube) where riders can wait for the next bus out of the weather elements.
Moore Norman Technology Center on Franklin Road
Moore Norman Technology Center, Cleveland County Detention Center,
Moore Norman Technology Center Franklin and 12th NW
Moore Norman Technology Center
East Norman
Closer to Walmart
Ward 6
Moore Norman Technology Center
MNTC
Moore Norman Technology Center
Moore Norman Technology Center
Not that I know of.
Moore Norman Technology Center City of Moore
Moore Norman Technology Center - Franklin Road Campus
need stops at or near Moore Norman Tech Center, Both hospitals, more stops at OU campus
Yes, Moore Norman Technology Center
Robinson and Rock Creek around Porter, 12th Ave NE and 24th Ave NE. Highway 9
It would be nice if it was closer to the Walmart. I have tried to see if there is a bus but there isn't
I don’t know
Moore Norman Technology Center
MNTC/OU/Apartments
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
Moore Norman Technology Center and an OKC bus transfer stop
Moore Norman Technology Center
Moore Norman technology center
MNTC Franklin Road Campus
Moore Norman Technology Center (Franklin Campus)
Moore Norman Technology Center - The closest bus location is close to 3 miles away.
Yes. Moore Norman Technology Center
Yes, it should go to Moore Norman Technology Center.
Make Moore Norman Technology Center a stop on your routes
Moore Norman Technology Center
Moore Norman Technology Center
Moore Norman Technology
Moore Norman Technology Center
Highway 9
Moore Norman Technology Center, 12th Ave NW & Franklin Road
Moore Norman Technology Center
Moore Norman Technical Center
Moore Norman Technology Center
There should be stops at Moore Norman Technology Center Franklin Road Campus
Moore Norman Technology Center
MNTC Franklin Road Campus
Moore Norman Technology Center
Moore Norman Technology Center
Moore Norman Technology Center East Side Library
Yes, the Moore Norman Technology Campus desperately needs a stop for students.
Moore Norman Technology Center
Moore Norman Technology Center
near west side residential areas
Hard to say. I’m increasingly concerned about elderly residents and their ability to get to the store and such, but
they’re so dispersed across the city.
Moore Norman technology center
Moore Norman Technology Center, Max Westheimer Airport
Not sure
Franklin Road
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
No
Moore Norman technology
Moore Norman Technology Center
n/a
MNTC Franklin Road Campus
I work with Moore Norman Technology Center and there is no bus stop anywhere near their campus in Norman
Yes, Moore Norman Technology Center
From areas around 24th NW to the High schools and Technology center and to the Mall, Sam's club and Walmart
Crest from rock creek and Stubbeman
There needs to be more stops. North to places like the Jail would be nice. If you get arrested you have to walk from
the jail to Norman north high school to catch the bus. That’s a long walk.
Moore Norman Technology Center
Yes
MNTC
Moore Norman Tech
They need to go to Moore Norman Technology Center off Franklin Rd and 24th
Moore Norman Technology Center -Franklin road
N/a
Stubbeman
Porter Ave, Flood, Classen Walmart, NCED, Moore, Sooner Mall
No
Hall park area
possibly to the south Moore area
not sure
No sure
Unfortunately, I do not ride the bus system so am unaware of the routes and locations.
No
No
Both hospitals, university town center, embassy suites conference center, sooner fashion mall, casino, Moore
Norman tech, Norman north HS
Multiple morning and evening schedules to OKC Transit Center, OUHSC and Will Rogers Airport not just once to
and once from a day
health department
No
No
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
California
It is a boondoggle and waste of money.
Westside Walmart and going out on Robinson and 12th St.
South of highway 9 and Classen
It’s a waste of money.
YES! South of Hwy 9, into Eagle Cliff apartment areas
It should go to places like Sitel and other farther out places where there's businesses and homes but no bus routes.
More parts of Norman please.
Garland Square, Chapel Ridge, and Emerald Green apartment complexes. These areas have many low-income
people living there where they would need public transportation.
to Woodcrest drive right off rock creek and porter. Or stop by the 7/11 on the corner. Would use very frequently if
stop is added.
It should go anywhere it’s needed.
It would very helpful if there stop near more physicians' offices and clinics. Many people don't go to or miss their
appointments due to lack of transportation.
I don't know where it does/doesn't go.
24th sw. south of Robinson to main
Close to hwy9. East Norman Library.
I would love to see a comprehensive, full town, full day, schedule.
No
Moore, South OKC, Lake Thunderbird and other points along SH-9, possibly more dense service for points
downtown.
Most importantly the handicap accessible buses are important with personalized service for seniors and
handicapped in Norman. Get tips from Kiwanis Kruiser that's been operating since 1970's, I think. Most the other
buses have few to no persons on that I've seen so perhaps smaller vehicle like handicap van bus and more pickup
times. OU should chip in if going to use game. The OU trolleys are cute and perhaps something like that could run
on Main St. and Boyd for historic area. However, if Norman cannot afford more than transportation for handicap and
elderly smaller vehicle please don't over extend Norman financially because OU was losing money on. Encourage
persons who can walk and bike to work.
Yes
None that I can think of.
A lot of communities north of Robinson are not served by current routes. As the city grows outward, the bus routes
need to as well.
I don't know, where is the map?
It would be convenient if there was service between Main and Robinson on 24th Ave NW.
Duhhhh
no
no
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
Link the areas where OU employees live and OU! If you could get 25% of OU employees out of their cars and onto
the bus, it would be a major improvement!
East Norman on 24th by Reagan!
North Norman
I'm not sure.
Clear connection to rail and OKC
don't know
Don’t know where they go now. That is one reason not to ride. We have way finding for cars. Need something to
show routes and times available at bus stops and elsewhere.
I feel public transit should be available within a mile of every major shopping area and housing center
All previous stop locations that were in place prior to the service changes OU forced on Norman. People used those
locations for many reasons
Although the buses go most places that I frequent, the circular routes make it difficult to travel to destinations and
return home in a short time. Looking forward to more grid service and more frequent service as the budget allows.
More service is needed for the southeast part of Norman. Once the Norman Regional ER and clinic opens at 24th
SE and Hwy 9, service will be needed for employees and residents seeking medical care.
Noble
Make more frequent stops along 24th NW
I don't know where it goes
Porter and Rock Creek. Haven't looked at a map of routes lately, but many routes should go near or by downtown
and the main Library, and Eastern/Western routes should go by the Eastern/Western Libraries.
East Library; Walmart Neighborhood Market on South Classen; 24th and East Lindsey;
Dodson’s
We live east of 60th NE. EMBARK does not go anywhere near here.
Less places probably.
All of Norman should be served by bus service. Not, necessarily by EMBARK however. I think that the city should
have it's own buses and that bus service should be a city function.
No
It is a waste of money. It would probably be cheaper to uber the passengers around town.
No. It isn’t needed at all and not worth our tax dollars
Moore Norman technology center
not familiar
East library
East 24th street to Hwy 9 and Robinson St
Don't know where it goes
The transit buses do not service East Norman. The furthest east is Porter Avenue. This leaves a lot of residents
unable to use the service.
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
The central transit hub needs to be moved and there needs to be direct service east and west on Main Street (no
big loops).
Oklahoma History Center
Walmart at Classen & Hwy 9 would be nice.
Do not use
Operate on Sundays for folks who go to Church and/or work
More east side access, slightly beyond 24th Ave E
Yes 24 and E Linsey
Yes, paratransit is limited.
yes - We have a need for Embark on the east side of Norman for easier access for elderly and low-income persons
The Cleveland County complex, the future site of The Well
NA
Not a user...unfamiliar
I cannot answer that because I have not reviewed where it goes.
Many more stops. Perhaps having more stops further west. I would use public transportation except the trip from
home to work would take over an hour. By car it’s 12 mins.
Can’t think of any
East Library
I’m not super educated on where the bus stops.
I don't think so but I only use it from West Lindsey to campus as needed.
No
I don’t know.
It would be great if Embark would expand the Norman East/Alameda route to go to Norman East Library.
To the far eastern boundary of Norman Late evening films & events
No
I don't know
1) Cleveland County YMCA (Not sure if it goes here already)
2) Moore Norman Technology Center, Norman campus (12th Ave NW & Franklin Road)
Don't know
It should take homeless people on one-way trips from Norman to places like Austin, Denver and Portland.
Unsure
Garland Square Apartments, 201 Woodcrest Dr. Norman, OK 73071, (Rock Creek and Porter Ave)
South of Hwy9 in the Trails
The routes need to be more direct. The giant super loops make trips too long and too inconvenient.
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
Norman Library East
It should stop at all major intersections and government agencies/buildings.
Unsure all the places it goes now
Anywhere those who rely on the services need it to go to perform necessary business
Uncertain
There needs to be a stop closer to COCMHC; the walk from the stop next to McDonald's is too much for a lot of
patients.
Don’t know
I don't know where it goes and I never use it.
More stops more frequently on west side.
NW Norman to OKC
The new South East Walmart. Farther East on Robinson. East in Rock Creek to Porter.
I do not know of any.
I have no idea. Public transportation in central Oklahoma is so weak I never think of it as a reasonable option.
n/a
Not sure. But a route to and from NWC and Max Westheimer Airport by way of Imhoff and Berry Rd would be
useful.
Not aware of any.
UNP. And more routes from South and East to North and West - without taking multiple buses
Wildwood Church, OKC, Chickasha Lights, Lake Thunderbird Nature Center, & Moore Warren Theater.
Past Oakhurst going East and further down Main Street past Sooner Mall.
EMBARK needs a Center City or Core loop that provide 20-minute to half hour pickups within central Norman.
no opinion
should make stops in the university area
Connectivity to OCCC or Rose State for concurrent enrolled high school students and adults gaining a higher-ed
degree would help. Currently, transfers are required, and the trip takes ~3hrs. However, this may be outside of the
scope of EMBARK Norman.
Close to schools. Eisenhower Elementary
Not sure
No
Ward 5
Close to Moore Norman Technology Center.
Have no idea
east highway 9 hwy 77
Everywhere
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
None that I am aware of
The route currently serves most my needs as far as location is concerned. Weekends for restaurant workers and
days CART isn't running is a long walk.
Yes
further north and east
Noble
I have not used EMBARK
No. The system is currently too difficult and slow to use to consider it an alternative to driving.
I don't know, I've never used it.
Sutton Wilderness/griffin park area
Not for me
I don’t know
No
No
Garland Square Apartments
Takes too long when the car only takes 15 minutes to go anywhere in town.
I never knew that Norman had a transit service.
There needs to be a campus to downtown route.
Oklahoma City
I don’t think I ever realized Norman had public transportation. So everywhere?
I don’t know.
Needs to go further up into University North Park. Also needs more service in East Norman.
To my knowledge, Embark does not go to University North Park. I think it should be easy to travel from any of the
major residential areas to the city's most popular shopping center.
No
Closer to Porter and Tecumseh
Robinson towards the VA center
East side library.
South to the Cedar lane Walmart.
I think it should go less places
The East Norman Library needs to be added on to a route so that residents on the east side of town can use the
library.
No idea
The se part of Norman out towards the new Walmart on cedar lane
Not sure
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
To hell
36 street stop near hidden hill
Riverwind Casino
all of Cleveland County
Don't know. Haven't ever used it.
Who knows. Need a map to evaluate this question
Yes, pass E 24th avenue, and maybe have small routes around the neighborhoods that are in high need of public
transportation
No Opinion
I don’t know where it goes currently.
He entire east side of Norman.
Public schools
Better networking with OKC, Edmond, OUHSC, and options for connections to Tulsa.
Much more comprehensive routes and more frequent service throughout Norman.
Somewhere between Flood and the new Transit station off of Tecumseh.
OKC
Cleveland County Detention Center
I don't know where it goes now.
The newer businesses on Constitution and those near Highway 9 and Jenkins
Can’t think of any
I don’t know.
12th and Robinson. IDK if it's changed, but it used to be impossible for my kids to get from south east Norman (12th
n Lindsey) to Westwood Pool. I encourage you to make sure ALL kids in town have access to the pool, library, rec
centers, etc.
Reagan elementary
new Norman regional hospital location off Hwy 9
I'm not sure.
Norman Public Library East. This would increase access to those who desperately need service to vital resources
such as internet access, educational resources, and more. This would also help with the limited parking available,
allowing the option to take public transit to/from the library. It would be amazing to have all three libraries served by
the public transit system. Either extending the line by adding a new stop or spacing out the many stops along
Alameda. The bus could easily turn around in the parking loop. Moore Norman Technology Center would also be a
useful stop if it's not already.
East Norman!
No
I live in NE Norman. North of Rock Creek and East of NE12th. I think the closest bus stop is about 2 miles from my
house, so I don't use it.
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Question: Are there any places that EMBARK Norman should go that it does not go today?
Cedar Lane Subdivision
No
Sutton Wilderness/far NE Norman, far S/SE Norman (i.e., Hwy 9/Classen Area)
Yes. Walmart at Cedar Lane and Classen. East side library.
No. It covers everywhere
Idk
To all libraries. To all doctors’ offices. Extend to 48th in both directions and south of hwy9
Don’t use it
We need more stops in general, but it's been a while since I used it. So I couldn't say specifically right now.
Ward 5
More places, the better.
All Norman Forward projects! Healthplex, Westwood pool
no
Regular trips to OKC Routes that pass all public schools
No
I cannot take the bus as it is too far from my house.
Jail, vo-tech, Eastside library, York, & veterans center
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Question: Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?
yes
Just wish they all had protection from rain or too much sun so shade as well.
The mall bus stop needs a shelter, I think.
All
no
N/A
All of them places that have shelters so if it’s raining, we can places to stand under
It would be nice to have more actual covered stops. The ones in front of the apartments along Biloxi Dr. are only
benches or signage. There are quite a few riders in this area. Can covered stops be added??
Better shelter
need add shelters everywhere times and routes and etc...
More shelters
No but we need one on 24th S. E to be able to get around.
Routes availability
An actual stop at the Central library.
unsure
yes, all the bus stops that don't have shelters
On 12th street
NA
unknown
No
Unknown
no
Can’t think of one.
All of them
nil
No
Yes all should have areas to protect from weather
Sooner Mall
I think they are fair.
None of the EMBARK bus numbers for 41411 are correct on several stops.
Unknown
Not sure
Yes!! Make them ALL go away!!!
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Question: Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?
ones without any shelter.
Not sure
Alameda and 12th street, both sides of Irving middle school,
No
N/A
Nope!
East side
I don’t know
More clearly marked
Webster
No
No
Website needs updated with all stops. Don't know which are in service because website list three per route.
NA
No
We never use EMBARK bus stops, so no comment.
Don’t know where they are
Not that I am currently aware of
No
Unsure never notice the stops
All need covered shelter and seating. All need a route map.
No
Not specifically
Nope
No
None of which I am aware but basic standards should be adopted for all stops with weather protected shelters.
Not sure
We should remove EMBARK and go to a better financial responsible transportation system rather than large buses
driving around all day with few people using it
Unk
NO
None that I can think of
Unsure
All
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Question: Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?
I live in Woodlake Estates and the closest stop is at Norman north. Need a stop at porter and rock creek.
No
Berry/Iowa for Main street. Inbound stop on Main/Berry. Webster/Main (inbound & outbound). Main/ Cockrel (center
for children/ families) Berry/Westheimer & Halley/Westheimer. Westport/ 24th Ave NW (south of Homeland).
Peters/Tonhawa & Peters/Comanche.
Yes, several needs shelters that only have benches. Particularly on East side near 12th & Alameda
Not that I know of.
covered waiting area at one of the bus stops on Webster near Main (stops are close enough to each other that
could be used by people waiting at either stop)
No
Not with my tax money
No
No get rid of it. No one rides it. Waste of money.
Many do not have shade or protection from rain. Especially important for the elderly. I think the ones on Main street
loop west of I-35 fall into this category.
None
All
Not that I frequent
Most of them
unknown
Can't think of any
unknown
I would like to see at least a bench at Brooks and Barkley.
None that I am aware of.
N/A
Not that I'm aware of.
Not that I have seen
I don’t know
I am not aware
Not enough info
A route to the Moore Norman Technology Center
Just need to add a stop
We need to provide a covered area at each stop
N/A
Not from experience.
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Question: Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?
I am not aware of any specifically.
Covers for inclement weather or shade from the heat.
Moore Norman Technology Center
unsure
N/a
Moore Norman Technology Center
No
Not aware of any, but do not actually pass by all stops to advise on the situations.
Unknown
n/a
Don't know
Not Sure
I do not know.
Any without "shelter"
Not sure
Not that I know of.
n/a
I don't know specifically but good shelter against storms is always a good thing
The stop on Berry Road across from Dollar General.
More pickup and drop off locations
No
Moore Norman Technology center would benefit from being on the route
Not sure
n/a
There aren't any by where I work or where I live so I haven't been able to use the system
N/a
They are not very easy to identify
Cover from the rain would be nice. Some of them don’t have anything. The one in front of the courthouse for
example is just a sidewalk. A bench would be at least something. Cover from the sun/rain would be good too.
None that I’m aware ok
Yes
Add stops
They should serve all educational facilities where adults of all circumstances attend.
Norman North High School location
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Question: Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?
N/a
Findley
No
Norman North High School needs a cover and larger area
No
no
Not sure
Unknown.
No
No
not that I am aware
Berry road and Robinson (by the Dollar General) needs a cover
All
No
Get rid of them all
County Jail
It is a boondoggle and waste of money.
There are mini bus stops is that do not have covers so if you will wheelchair you cannot stay there if it rains
secondly the bus stop at the old library needs to be moved to the new library so you do not have to walk across the
park two blocks to get to the other location there are many others but I cannot go through it all if you would like me
to give you a detailed list you need to give me a lot more space and a lot more time the problem is the status of
changing they say they’re changing and you don’t know where they’re going or anything else because there’s no
Wi-Fi on the buses secondly they don’t have a physical bus schedule on the buses so you don’t know where that
bus is going to get the buses have been changing their routes
More of them need to be added
It’s a total waste of money.
Too many to name
The one by Walmart east Lindsey needs a glass window and a larger bench
I don't know
n/a
I don’t know.
More near medical related services.
I'm not specifically familiar as I don't use, but generally would say what I drive by is not covered from the elements.
If the stops protected me better, and the routes ran more frequently I might consider using from time to time but
would still rely mostly on my own vehicle for transportation.
I am uncertain.
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Question: Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?
Ni
Mainly just need the smaller type vehicles for personalized service for senior citizens and handicap persons. These
smaller type vehicles might work since few in Norman ride bus and be more cost effective since OU couldn't afford
the large buses and, perhaps, neither can Norman.
None that I can think of.
The tree stump at Gray & Findley
All of them.
no
no
The current routes are not functional for a commuter who wants to go between home and OU.
None that I know of!
I don't know.
West side of Norman. Currently 20 min walk.
no
How about “led the way signs that point from major intersections toward nearby bus stops. For example, a led the
way sign at NW 24th and Westwood Dr. pointing toward the bus stop at 26th and Westwood Dr.
I don't know enough to comment
All could use weather protections.
New bus stops at the Public Library on Acres and new stops serving Porter.
n/a
I don't know
Yes why can't it take from stop you get on at to east side it would make more sense lots of people agree
We have no idea. We can't use them.
NA
All of them should be covered and sheltered.
No
I don't know
Eliminate all.
No. Please don’t waste our money on this
Don’t know
not familiar
Two bus stops near Irving Middle School
No idea
I don't know - we need more access on the East side. Why can't kids be able to ride from 12th Avenue East to the
mall or to the shopping district. There is no public transportation on the east side of the city.
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Question: Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?
Crest grocery stop on Main Street route could use a bench.
Do not use
Vicksburg, set up covered bus stop/bench
No
Yes
Not to my knowledge. However, you are Campus oriented and there are seniors in Norman that would be
appreciative if they were included in the census on the East side of Norman.
NA
Not a user...unfamiliar
Possibly the stop on the north side of Main just west of 12th Ave SE.
No
Central Library
Berry and Robinson
Not to my knowledge
Route 10 high school eastbound (south side of Main) has a bench but the north side has a shelter/bench. When I
would ride the bus in the winter before my office moved and before the pandemic I would sit on that bench staring at
the shelter/bench across the street.
More stops on Lindsey close to middle of campus so we don't have to walk all the way from the depot off Brooks.
No
I don’t know.
The East side stops could use some improvement. I've noticed a larger amount of people waiting at those stops, so
maybe making the shelters larger would be beneficial.
N/A
No
All
I don't know
N/A
Don't know
No, it’s all a waste of money.
All locations should have a covered and partially enclosed waiting spot.
New Senior Center Bus Stop
Na
More need to be protected from the weather. Including heaters in the winter.
Sure benches would assist if were placed in more stops
More sheltered stops
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Question: Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?
No clue.
Adding to West Main St to 48th
Shade at all bust stops is a necessity
the commuter stop at homeland off 24th
all stops should have covered areas for protection from heat, rain, and other extreme weather
Most of Main Streets stops basically after the Crest stop there are a few that are unsafe for passengers/drivers
I do not know of any.
Unknown
n/a
Not sure.
Not aware of any.
All bus stops should be covered and semi enclosed to protect people from the elements.
Less advertising or at least smaller...
Lindsey East - the stop in front of McDonalds; Lindsey East - stop by Irving Middle School; any Main St stop that is
not covered (especially the stop behind Sooner Mall); the stop at Norman Regional Healthplex
All need shelters.
no opinion
all but the university
Need proper shelter from weather.
None that I can think of.
Need a bench or something to be able to sit at times. On Westport Southside of Homeland.
Not sure
No
Those around the soccer fields
N/a
They appear to protect riders/waiters from weather woes
Idk
Don’t know
I find it adequate.
West Main street
unsure
Norman central library
NA
No.
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Question: Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?
N/a
Not to my knowledge
There are no stops near my neighborhood u have to take an Uber to the nearest bus stop which is pointless
No
No
No
Need shelters with schedule for switching buses
I have never seen any.
Peters and Tonhawa.
Some need coverings to protect people from the weather while they wait.
N/A
I don’t know.
N/a
Not to my knowledge; I am not a regular rider.
No
No
The crest bus stop needs a shelter
No
The stop at East Lindsey and Biloxi Drive is not wheelchair accessible. It is also a heavily used stop that needs
more seating and a shelter area.
Don’t know
Not sure
In front of the mayor's house
No
I don't know
n/a
Never ride
N/A
Important to provide weather protection at stops wherever possible.
Unknown
Anything on the east side is damaged.
Idk.
No
Nearly all of them need shelters and benches.
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Question: Are there any specific EMBARK Norman bus stops that need to be improved?
None specifically other than the need to be sheltered and tied into sidewalk infrastructure.
Coverings for bus stops in impoverished areas and near homeless shelters
I have no idea the conditions or even locations of any stops. Probably because I live on the East side. Never even
seen a stop anywhere.
The ones along Lindsay St could use it.
I don’t know
Any and all that don't have a seat and shelter.
None that I know of
not to my knowledge
It would be nice if bus stops had a sort of pass vending machine where you could quickly purchase a daily bus pass
or something of that nature.
Not sure but probably all of them.
No
None that I know of
No
No
idk
Need more covered stops. Including the central library
Do t use it
I don't know.
There are no bus stops in ward 5
All need shelter from sun, and a bench
no
Don’t know.... all need covered area with benches
Porter stops and new library
Shelters at all library stops!
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
yes
Mostly just to expand a bit and keep it as cheap as possible many are struggling more than anyone realizes barely
surviving.
I can't think of anything else.
Should go back to OU
no
Just more stops and pickup locations
It would be nice and helpful to the community if MASK enforcement was a bigger priority. Many drivers and a very
large number of riders don't wear a mask or wear it incorrectly. It would be interesting to see what the level of
transmission/contact is while riding EMBARK. I wear 2 masks while riding (and might start 3 after the holiday). I still
don't feel safe because so many are allowed to board and continue to ride even while not wearing the mask or
wearing it wrong. For a city that actually "has" a mask mandate, they don't really seem to care if it's enforced on
"city" run services.
Later service
need to add on Hub Amtrak station and greyhound bus and commuter rails and light rails and streetcar go to OU
sports etc. and much more add on the future. Add for Stillwater for bedlam much more...
Service from the South lake thunderbird area to and from downtown, UTC, and Healthplex would be helpful.
Think about running 7 day a week. So everybody can get to work if needed.
No
expand Routes
I guess this is the new name for the bus system. When it changed over to Norman, instead of OU, the services for
my mother were no longer useful. She used to could call and get a van ride to Dr offices, etc. After Norman took it
over, they began to send Ubers, with drivers who smoked, had dirty cars, not polite, etc, which does not work for an
elderly 88-year-old person with a walker and health issues. So, I as her daughter, now need to take off work any
time she has to go to a doctor, rather than calling the bus system for people with disabilities/elderly. It was a horrible
change to the system. It definitely needs improvement for the disabled/elderly population.
More!
I think EMBARK Norman Plus is a great service and hope it continues to be supported
service must be provided far more frequently to be useful
Do good
Add service for student living comps in the southeast of Norman. Density of student population is heavy in this area,
and is currently not being served by EMBARK Norman
no
My son uses EMBARK to get back and forth to work. Great system for him, and those with disabilities. Thanks
Be more strict on the COVID precautions
More frequent lines to OKC brick town
Not enough buses. Have to schedule 3 days out sometimes, no last/current day schedule. No route comes out to
this area.
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
No need to spend the money to increase/update service because ridership is very low. It will be a waste of taxpayer
money to invest in additional service
Digital pay with debit card. If there isn’t a card reader installed already.
I never see anyone riding the buses, however when they were run by OU the service they provided the elderly to
the hospital or doctor’s office was tremendous.
No
Service should be more frequent to encourage more usage
Establish a fare structure to charge people riding or using the bus system. The fare structure should be similar and
comparable to the fares charged in Oklahoma City and Tulsa for their bus service.
More funding.
The bus services should be more frequent.
We would like to have Sunday service again. We would all like 30 minutes routes on every route again.
I know this is a tall order. But it would be helpful to match the ride times with Retail & Restaurant hours rather than
9-5 routine.
Less waiting at stops
The University knew it was a not needed item. City revived a dead dog of a service.
Can we work on making the transit system make a little more sense and maybe working on the sidewalk network?
Not sure
I think it's important to have more stops and more frequency for accessibility reasons. I am not a frequent user of
public transportation because I use my bike but I fully support a robust public transportation system.
I just want bike paths throughout the city. The sidewalks don't work because their too small and falling apart, I
already broke my arm riding on them. The roads are just really busy and not friendly to bikers. If we had paths
running everywhere that would be nice. Like the one by the library/railroad.
Just more hours and extended weekends! And try to be as on time as possible!
I think it should be more frequent.
The frequency of the Alameda East route should be 30 mins instead of 1 hour
More bus stops near neighborhoods
No
Currently not well publicized
City of Norman should not own a Public Transit Service. It should be owned and run by private enterprise!
No
Improve website or give put schedule books. If stops aren't listed, how do you know if they are still stops?
Bike racks at bus stops would be nice.
No
No
Increase rider fees.
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
more maps showing the routes
Na
No
No
The Cart system needs to be expanded.
No
Shut it down
None
The present and lengthy circulator system does not work to meet the needs of Norman. Hub-and-spoke or a hybrid
circulator/hub-and-spoke design would reduce the time required to travel round trip. The present map is outdated
with the circulators too long in duration.
Sunday service
We should remove EMBARK and go to a better financial responsible transportation system rather than large buses
driving around all day with few people using it. Maybe use lift abs uber credit program for people that need the bus
or a van by appointment.
No
Get rid of it.
Try and go back to running half hour service on the Main St and Alameda
I have used public transportation my entire adult life (I am close to 60-years old) until I moved here. When I first
investigated bus schedules, they didn't come frequently enough; there weren't enough routes to the right places;
and the distance I would need to walk to catch a bus were all problematic. I am extremely concerned about the
growing traffic issues and SPRAWL here though. I know from living in other cities that if we don't take bold action on
public transportation now, we will not be able to recover for years, if ever. I've lived in cities where they tried to
"catch up" to the traffic woes, and the ensuing traffic (and then construction) nightmares were a major reason I
moved away. Please be mindful of Norman's sprawl, and please be visionary. Also, please invest in a major,
ongoing communication plan. Taking public transportation needs to be easy for people – easier than driving their
car.
Norman should investigate a Rideshare service like the one on Arlington, Texas
Again, more bus stops. Do they go to Walmart?
There should be a longer Route so transfers aren’t necessary, services should run 24 hours and 7 days a week like
in the city
The city seems well on its way to making it more convenient for me to bike where I want to go than to take a bus. It
doesn't feel reliable to catch a connection to a bus that only runs once an hour and has no late-night service.
Need plenty of bus routes going to Moore-Norman VT
An app with on time updates
There are many Norman residents without transportation and willing to work. Norman needs more EMBARK routes.
Thank you.
Sunday service
Get rid of it
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
Scale it down
no
I really appreciate the bus allows you to connect with the community and different people.
None
make all routes every 30 min
Suggestion: Because so many buses run their routes even with many empty seats why not make available a
smartphone-based demand service using smaller transport vehicles similar to how disabled people services work?
Put the proposed depot on West Side of Town
At least some weekend hours
No
no
This is a great service for our community and I hope it is expanded.
Provide more routes and locations for the community members that need the service.
Add in the City of Moore & Moore Norman Technology Center
Great service to the community and major schools in the area should be considered.
N/A
No
I think your buses should run up and down the same route versus taking a one way loop It just takes so much
longer to get to one place than it does to get back
No
Do not use system
None until more info is given
Get the word out!
I am unaware of the most eastward bus stop, but I had a number of families that lived near the lake that struggled to
have access to school resources, community resources, and health resources because of a lack of public transit.
None currently.
NA
Please continue service for those in need.
Providing transportation to and from Moore Norman Technology Center will help our students greatly. We have
several students that their only means of transportation to class is to bike miles no matter the weather. This is
unacceptable. Providing safe and reliable transportation would help in providing the education that these students
are working so hard to achieve.
Provide a stop at Moore Norman Technology Center
More stops and more routes
Can we please have a bus stop by Moore Norman Technology Center?
No
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
Make sure they are clean for visitors, I am aware some of our homeless ride the bus to stay out of weather
conditions. Spray buses to ensure no scabies or other infectious diseases are transferred. Bike racks on front of
buses. Handicap accessible (wheelchair, walkers or those who are blind).
None
If you want to expand the service, it needs to run consistently.
No
no
Having stops at MNTC Franklin Road campus would benefit the community. I have had students bike miles to get to
school in terrible freezing weather.
Extended hours. Not all possible users work 9-5 with several 24-hour Walmart stores and markets, workers often
work until 10 or 11 pm EVERY Day of the week, not just M-F. These extended routes/hours could be its own "route"
that doesn't begin until say 6 pm and runs until 11:30pm?
Look at making sure that pathways to schools, hospitals, and grocery stores are accessible to more people.
More options with getting to OKC would be great.
Select a route that would move people to and from MNTC, allowing participants the transit option.
no
Not really. I don’t have/take the opportunity to Use EMBARK, but it’s important to me that we have a good public
transportation system for those who need it and those who are able to use it.
No
Make sure bus stops are available at all higher educational facilities and training centers in Norman
No
More stops
n/a
More buses and more stops
Maybe more routes and stops for people
Need a map and timetable at all public places so that we know where the bus stops are located and the times they
come
Improving bus stops and making a stop at the jail would be good.
Publicize this service a little more. I’m sure there are people who don’t know about it.
Please expand locations.
Add stops
I would respectfully ask you all to please consider this additional stop I have mentioned to help our population that
are trying to make a step up for their circumstances. Thank you
Is there an option for high school students to ride for free?
N/a
It would be highly beneficial to Norman if transit services were available on the weekends, ran more frequently, and
were available later into the evening.
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
Music on the bus, Handrails/straps, more flexibility to stop (people are being left out in the cold and dark, having to
be stranded and walk). I pulled the cord twice and the driver didn’t stop. Started walking after waiting 15 min. past
stop time, thinking I missed the bus. Then it went by me and refused to stop when I tried waving at him. Had to walk
an hour to get home.
i am concerned about how eco-friendly running continuous bus routes with low passenger count. Maybe an
alternative such as smaller buses and fewer runs or Uber vouchers.
perhaps weekends
I am so thankful for public transportation, because not everyone can drive
EMBARK drivers are horrible. Speeding, taking up 2 lanes, reckless drivers on EMBARK.
no
No
Even though I don't use the service, I feel that it is very important to provide this service to the community. I hope
that we are able to continue to provide and expand this service throughout the city.
Stop serving the university for free
No
Improved communication regarding routes and times
Is there even a phone app? I don't know how to use it. I just know the bus never was running when I needed it
before, and I don't see it running when I need it now.
None
Make people pay to use it
I would be interested, but don’t know routes or even what form of payment is accepted. I never see any basic
information.
Charge more. And repeal the sales tax.
I have to go to work every day but there are so many people that just ride the bus up and down and take up the
space. because of the virus I have been late to work a few times because I had to wait until they got off. No one
should hog the bus, it is not a shelter, it is transportation for the community. Also, people should cover their noses
and mouths, I do not want to get sick.
It is a complete boondoggle and a complete waste of money!
Right now, we have no flyers to give a hands-on route of all the routes that was guaranteed to me over a year ago
there is no route posted on the bus is aware that bus is going in where it’s letting you out at these unnecessary
items yes you may be able to go to the website but if you don’t have Wi-Fi on the buses how would they do that
unless they have data than cells
Be on time and add more routes and stops. People should be able to use it to get to work and back. It needs to be
dependable.
There are not enough residents that utilize the service to spend as much money as you are. It’s so wasteful!
Please add Wi-Fi and music like Transit Buses had. I really miss the transit and all the original drivers!
You all are doing a great job spacing and cleaning during COVID. Thank you for all you do.
Keep it affordable and accessible.
I think Smaller buses with more frequent runs.
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
Increase frequency of stops and expand routes.
Later service on West Norman Link
Not at this time.
I don’t use it and think having very large buses for only a few riders seems like a waste of money. What if Norman
just issued Lyft vouchers or something like that?
Norman might do best to just expand and help and seek advice from Kiwanis Kruiser on the best way to give
seniors and handicap persons personalized service. Kiwanis Kruiser has LOTS of experience and has been helping
seniors and disabled over 30 years with curbside, personalized transportation as far back as my grandmother.
These same type smaller vehicles for others, too, since all the buses I see usually have less than five on bus.
Smaller vehicles might allow for better availability and more pickup times.
More routes, more stops
It provides more than is needed for Norman.
As the city grows outward, the bus routes need to as well. I utilized bus services as an OU student and when I lived
in Washington, DC, but cannot do so in Norman without a regularly scheduled route nearby. As it stands currently, I
would have to walk 1.5 miles to get to the nearest bus stop from my home. Norman just doesn't have a good
enough route system and service schedule for a lot of people to take advantage of public transport.
Use small busses on the shorter routes or the ones that don't get a lot of riders, the big ones are ever full
Before the pandemic, the Alameda bus was overcrowded. Numerous times my grandson and I had to stand while
traveling from Longfellow MS and the YMCA. It might have been timing, but it was unsafe.
Get rid of that Socialist Mayor Clark would be a good start. Then work on removing the crooked city council and few
very corrupt judges.
stop the service
no
Take a look at the bus system in State College PA, https://catabus.com/catabus/bus-schedules/. In the 7 years that
I lived there, I rarely drove between my home and campus. I would love for that to be true here!
Great Job on the integration so far.
Every bus I see is empty...
Lol the app is trash. Needs update ASAP. Also, ability to pay on the app or use Apple Pay or something.
I wish we had actual data on usage; where people get on, get off, and times of travel
See above
I feel public transit is important even though I tend to bike ride where I need to go. I would like the bike lane situation
to be improved! I do think any city should have public transit available for those that need it
Concentrate as well on tram and train service to OKC
I am retired and have been traveled very little during the pandemic. However, I look forward to riding the bus more
next year.
I would be sure to ride more frequently if it went all the places I wanted to go easily. Primarily if it was accessible for
me to get to work I would literally use it everyday. As it stands this is an impossibility
No
Put 2 buses on the East Lindsey route
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
Bryan to slow down and get drivers like on Main Street or Alameda very nice and courteous
We hope urban Norman citizens appreciate rural east Norman subsidize their public transit system, which only they
can enjoy.
Try to do something to about all the homeless people on the buses. They ride around and people with jobs are left
at stops due to lack of space. Aldo ENFORCE masks.
NA
All buses should have mask dispensers and hand sanitizer at the doors and all passengers and drivers should wear
masks at all times while on the bus.
Norman doesn’t need any transit services
Eliminate service. This is not an effective use of tax-payer money.
Yes, eliminate the bus service that no one rides.
No
not at this time
It will be very helpful to add a stop outside of East library.
Lighted bus stop sheds would help
No
This is not an efficient way to gather important information from residents. Who knows about this survey? Did you
put information about the survey in the water bills or other mail pieces?
Get rid of the meandering routes. They at the most are useful in one direction only and make a trip on the bus take
too long.
Will know more when social distancing is over. At present, you cannot get on if bus is at capacity. You are left to
wait for next bus. Not EMBARK’s fault.
Do not use
When bus is full, 10 people, immediately send another bus, so folks won't be late for work, or their appointments.
No
There needs to be emergency medical transportation for those with disabilities that need accessible mobility
vehicles to get from the hospital and other medical services especially in emergency situations!
You seem very geared toward college students for routes etc..., we have other people in the city that would utilize
the bus if it were a little more stops on east and west sides.. Not just focused on center of Norman with one or two
additional stops a little further away. There is no bus stops on SE 24thst and there is on NW 24th.
NA
Not a user...unfamiliar
Maybe a PR plan to let the public know more about routes, cost, and COVID plan.
I think all of the bus stops should be covered and have trashcans.
Want to keep the paratransit route
Get a shelter for the Central Library and extend service to a shelter at the East Library
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
Yes. I suggest more routes and more frequent stops. The way to increase use of public transport is to make it more
widely available. Find some way to enforce distancing and keep the buses clean, as COVID is not going anywhere.
Hand sanitizer dispensers would be good.
The bus not being on time was a problem for me when I was a regular rider. I could walk where I needed to go in
the same time as waiting for the bus. Most of the time I would just walk to get some exercise.
Smaller busses would be better.
No
Not at this time.
It would be wonderful if the service would extend into the weekends. I would love to take the bus to work, but I work
on the weekends.
Pls provide an after-hours contact line for paratransit customers, for emergencies or location changes for EMBARK
Plus rides, especially after-dark rides or inclement weather evenings
Why would the city not try to sell advertising on the busses? They are rolling billboards!
No
No
Sooner Express route to OKC -- after the pandemic is resolved I would take this more often if the ride were smooth.
Vibration on the buses is very uncomfortable for a long trip.
There are more important things to spend money on.
Later times to and from OKC. Weekend service.
More publicity about the various stops would be helpful.
COORDINATE IN A TRANSPARENT MANNER WITH OU ONLINE AND WITHIN APPS, IN PERSON AND IN CITY
MEETINGS, BE PROFESSIONAL!
No
Have most routes travel in both directions. Eliminate the noodling routes that go all over the place (but take too long
to get to one's destination or back home.
Yes, all stops should run seven days a week, no more than 20 minutes between stops.
More bus stop covers to assist riders in bad weather. More frequent stops. Smaller vehicles as often see few riders
on large buses. This would allow for more vehicles and more frequent routing
It would be nice if there was better information on bus schedules and routes, to make it more clear what routes are
available without having to interpret five separate bus route maps. It should be possible to figure out how to take a
bus from point A to point B at a certain time without having to interpret 4 schedules and 3 maps. Also, being able to
pay using a phone/credit card on the bus or making it much simpler to get a bus pass would be nice, and I think
make the buses much more accessible for occasional users rather than every day. If you can't figure out how to
take the bus, or don't have change, you can't take the bus even if you wanted to.
More frequent service. Extend service hours for those who work late.
More information easily obtainable regarding routes, stops, fares, etc.
Is it actually used? Wouldn't it be just better to have shuttle service? You call it, tell it where you are, then tell it
where you're going. It wouldn't have to rely on bus stops and might actually be useful.
Make commuting to OKC easier, later buses back from OKC specifically would be ideal
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
Need more frequency on Main and Alameda.
None
More buses, more routes, more effective communication of EMBARK as a true option for transportation.
As private vehicular traffic continues to outpace the efficiency of streets, roads and highways--this city, state and
nation needs to move aggressively to public transit systems and expansions. I'm ready to pay higher taxes to fund
prudent, vital and expanded services by EMBARK Norman.
Half hourly schedules during peak morning and evening commutes would be useful if not already provided. 20minute cycle would be even better.
Not at this time.
more frequent runs
The newer buses look great! Keep it up. App driven options for seeing routes/paying for use. FREE rides at certain
times to help introduce people to the service
Return half-hour service to Main Street (N10); return the GPS tracking for riders to access
Make it no charge, to encourage ridership.
a strong transit service is good for both the economy and the environment
Make the university pay out the a..
Affordable cost for seniors
None come to mind. Thanks for the great service!
The Brook Station porta potties needs to be cleaned more often. Also, with Corona virus, bus 10 is always full on W.
Robinson an have to wait on another bus. This is inconvenient when you’re trying to make it to your job.
I have not ridden a bus in Norman in years. However, I strongly support the availability of this service for those who
need it. I have seen some smaller buses lately and if using those can increase service. I think that’s a great idea.
No
There are a lot of elderly people in Norman, I would love a system that could be more focused on helping this
population throughout Norman. Many can no longer drive.
N/a
Too costly to maintain. Should sell them & contract for individuals to provide this service. Too often see empty
buses or only 1 or 2 riders with other seats empty
No
None
I have a specific complaint about a specific driver. I witnessed multiple occurrences by the same driver of an
unacceptable attitude. I cannot board as fast as he likes and he's yelled at me to hurry, despite my being able
bodied and rapidly boarding, and have witnessed him verbally abuse riders, and he road raged twice. One time
after being picked up at the Charleston Apts, heading west on Lindsey before turning on W 24th. He changed lanes,
sped up, and cut off a vehicle that turned in front of him, then stopped (before intersection) , in the middle of the
road to block the aggressive driver, they then exchanged expletives. Driver was an African American male, (not
Chris, that man is a pro and needs a raise lol) and I will not ride the bus when the driver is behind the wheel.
Need a Berry road route South of Main
expanding service and update routes
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
offer dedicated routes and yearly passes between OU and student rental areas
No
Norman is too small and too easy to get around with a car to simply add more bus stops. I would prefer our tax
dollars be spent elsewhere.
More advertising, I don’t know much another it, where the stops are or where it goes
Really need the buses that accommodate wheelchairs.
Advertise better and make it look less scary to ride
I never see anyone use it so optimize its efficiency by eliminating empty buses
No
No
Norman isn’t big enough to need a major investment in mass transit. This is not New York City or Rome Italy and
we have many places to park cars unlike some big cities
How about getting the word out a little better?
30-minute service or 10 minutes after the hour service. When you get off work at 5 you can't make the 5pm bus.
No
N/A
No.
Expand services
More stops. Regular, longer, service hours. Routes that can actually take you across the city without having to
switch routes.
Don’t add any more stops or buses
Would like the service on weekends, and on weekdays. Would like more runs.
Express lines from a few points on the edge of the service into the downtown and OU would be great.
Stop wasting tax dollars and maintain the budget that’s available.
It seems silly to have these large buses that only one or two people use at a time. Have we considered smaller
vehicles?
Please go back to 30-minute service on the Main Street and Alameda routes. Also we really need Sunday bus
service for people who have to work or shop for groceries on weekends.
Yes, wouldn’t it be more cost effective for a service such as Uber for those in need. The cost per ride has to be
enormous. We need transit for people but it should be cost effective.
I would love to see the routes have 2 busses on them running in opposite directions on the same route that way if
we want to go to someplace on the other side if town you do not need to sit on a bus for an hour
Have service on the weekends for those who work
Stop wasting our money on a half dozen riders a day.
Try to be as efficient as possible
Bus service just isn't convenient.
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
cover all of Cleveland County
Explain how many are using it and the expense.
I believe it is critical for service to be provided on Sunday mornings to help residents get to church, work, stores,
restaurants, etc.
Is this a bus service in Norman?
Lower the prices and add more stops so all people in Norman have access to transit not just people close to the
university.
No.
No
As it functions now, EMBARK is far too limited to be useful to most Norman residents. Even if you are lucky enough
to have a stop within two miles of your house, a few simple errands could take the better part of a day. Those with a
car could complete the same errands in less than an hour. That disparity does not encourage use of mass transit for
those with vehicles and is a burden for those without their own transportation.
Lines up with the regional transit plan for rail and trails/parks.
I suggest that the City do some cost accounting to determine the cost per rider mile. Based on what I have seen, it
might be cheaper and more customer-friendly for the City to subsidize Uber/Lyft or to provide a City-owned ride
share program. It would also reduce the risk of riders being exposed to fellow passengers who might be infected
with COVID-19, influenza, colds, or other illness.
Looks like you could add stops to the east side.
Sunday service would be nice.
I really don’t know much about EMBARK. I’m not opposed to taking public transportation. Maybe try to reach more
people.
No
Sell it
Wi fi
I am not sure the bus routes are easily found online and again it would be nice if bus stops were equipped with
some sort of vending machine where someone could purchase bus passes with a card, cash, or coins.
More/expanded routes
Better city and OU integration so that those who live and work in Norman are more likely to use public transit. I live
3.1 miles from my office and have to drive, if public transit were available I would use it.
Most of the buses seem to be empty or have little use
Return of twice-hourly service for Main St would be great, especially now given physical distancing requirements. I
and others have repeatedly been turned away due to lack of capacity, and I have seen groups of 2-4 split apart for
the same reason. These are often families who have to choose whether to split or stay, or people who have no
other ready options for getting to work, appointments, or other essential destinations. They may be made to wait an
entire hour for an opportunity to ride (often not knowing whether the bus will once again be full by the time it's made
its way back around), and there seems to be little consistency as to whether special accommodations/calls can be
made for a rider depending on which driver happens to be on shift.
make the routes follow the street grid, not circuits.
No
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Question: Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving EMBARK Norman service?
no
More frequent runs
No
Yes. Strollers and other equipment needed for transporting small children or equipment needed for disabilities
should be utilized on the bus without folding them up and putting them away.
Decreasing time between stops
Need to add service to Ward 5.
I would like to see more buses on the routes and maybe more buses to OKC.
drop the loops which are very long. Transit stop downtown will be an improvement. Need water, restrooms at the
transfer station.
no
Coverage for whole city
Doing great under adverse circumstances!
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